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Chapter 1

Introduction

BACKGROUND

This report describes a series of models that will predict the air carders' opera-

tions in the future as demand for air travel increases more rapidly than the ability

of the National Airspace System (NAS) to accommodate flights in today's pat-

terns. The work advances the discussion of NAS capacity beyond the level of re-

cent dire forecasts that we are going to see massive flight delays in the United

States in about a decade [1,2,3,8].

Those huge delays will not actually happen. They would occur if air carders at-

tempted to meet all future demand by simply increasing the number of flights

while maintaining the same scheduling practices and other operating methods in

use now. The airlines will certainly change their operating practices long before

massive delays develop [2].

This report is concerned with predicting what those changes might be, and their

likely economic implications. It is about the carriers' strategic response--not their

tactical one--to operation disruptions caused by capacity-related flight delays.

In the 1998 Current Market Outlook, Boeing recognizes the capacity limitations

on the air traffic growth and says that the carders will find ways to increase the

traffic despite those limitations [4]. Specifically, Boeing suggests that the airlines

take the following actions to avoid traffic congestion:

Avoid congested hubs and gateways

• Use secondary airport metropolitan areas

4, Move flights to off-peak time

• Broaden the range Of departure times

,1, Shift short-haul flights to long-haul flights.

Increase airplane size, especially for the short-haul flights.
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While Boeing'slist givestheairlineswaysto grow themarketunderthecapacity
limitation,we alsoexpectresultsfrom theseverecongestionpredicted.Thosere-
suitsareasfollows:

# Increasedflight blocktimesor morepaddingin flight schedules

# Creationof newhubairports

# More slot-controlledairports.

This reportintendsto addresshow theincreasedair traffic andlimited NAS
capacitywill modify themeasureslistedby Boeingandourselves.All the listed
measuresarerelatedto airlines' serviceschedules,which aredescribedby the
origin and destination airports, departure and arrival times, aircraft types, and

operators. Airport operations are defined as the total number of departures and

arrivals at an airport in a given time period, e.g., an hour. Given the flight sched-

ules of all airlines, one can get the operations for any airport at any time by simply

aggregating the appropriate flights.

A completed flight from the origin gate to the destination gate requires many air

traffic control (ATC) services, each of which may cause delays. Delays may be

caused by shortages in taxi capacity on the ground; runway capacities, holding

aircraft either on the ground or in the air; terminal radar approach control

(TRACON) capacity in the air near the airport; or en route ATC capacities. Since

the overwhelming majority of flight delays in the United States will be caused by

the airports, either from runway or taxiway shortages, here we model only the im-

pacts of limited airport capacities on the air carriers' operations [1,2,8].

ORGANIZATION

In the next chapter, we present some empirical evidence that airlines have

stretched their flight block times to counterbalance increased delays, and we pres-

ent our statistical models relating block time and airport operation.

In Chapter 3, we construct the unconstrained future air traffic schedule based on

the airport operations forecast. Chapter 4 is devoted to the modeling of con-

strained air traffic demand forecast, and we outline our general modeling

approach, delineate the inputs and components of our model, and present the

forecast of air traffic schedule in 2007.

In Chapter 5, we model the high-level economic effects of changing air carrier

operations, using the Air Carrier Investment Model (ACIM) of the Aviation

System Analysis Capability (ASAC) model suite, based on the delay figures pro-

duced by LMINET, a queueing network model of the NAS. Appendix A provides

a detailed description of the newest development in LMINET to compute flight

delays. Appendix B gives analytic details for Chapter 5.

1-2
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Introduction

Part of the material in Chapters 3 and 5, although developed for this task, has been

presented in another report sponsored by NASA [2]. It is included for the sake of

completeness.
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Chapter 2

Modeling Block Times

Throughout this report, we will often refer to the Federal Aviation Administration

(FAA) large hub airports and the LMINET airports. The FAA classifies an airport

as a large hub if it has more than 1 percent of domestic enplanements. Currently,

there are 29 large hub airports, 1 which account for 68.1 percent of total domestic

enplanements [5] There are 64 LMINET airports, 2 which make up a superset of

the FAA' s 57 pacing airports (a set of airports that the FAA has used to study

flight operations in the NAS). The 64 LMINET airports contribute 84.9 percent of

total domestic enplanements and about 85 percent of total domestic operations as

reported by the Department of Transportation' s (DOT' s) T- 100 data. The loca-

tions of the LMINET airports are depicted in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1. LMINET Airports

1The 29 FAA large hub airports are ORD, ATL, LAX, DFW, SFO, MIA, DEN, FK, DTW,
PHX, LAS, EWR, STL, MSP, BOS, IAH, MCO, SEA, HNL, CLT, LGA, PIT, SLC, PHL, CVG,
DCA, SAN, BWI, and TPA.

2The 64 LMINET airports are ABQ, ATL, AUS, BDL, BNA, BOS, BUR, BWI, CLE, CLT,
CMH, CVG, DAL, DAY, DCA, DEN, DFW, DTW, ELP, EWR, FLL, GSO, HOU, HPN, IAD,
IAH, IND, ISP, JFK, LAS, LAX, LGA, LGB, MCI, MCO, MDW, MEM, MIA, MKE, MSP,
MSY, OAK, ONT, ORD, PBI, PDX, PHL, PHX, PIT, RDU, RNO, SAN, SAT, SDF, SEA, SFO,
SJC, SLC, SMF, SNA, STL, SYR, TEB, and TPA.
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Since most of the flight delays happen at these busy airports, whether represented

by the FAA's 29 or LMINET's 64 airports, restricting our study to them will filter

out unhelpful noise in the results due to operations at the smaller airports and will

not materially affect our conclusions.

REPORTED FLIGHT DELAYS

The Airlines Service Quality Performance (ASQP) data published by DOT is the

information source used in this chapter. Any airline with more than 1 percent of

domestic enplanements is required to participate in ASQP, which accounts for

about 90 percent of total domestic operations. 3

In the ASQP database, the scheduled departure and arrival times as well as the

actual departure and arrival times of a flight are recorded. Since January 1995, the

scheduled wheels-off and wheels-on times as well as the actual wheels-off and

wheels-on times are also recorded. The scheduled times are based on the Official

Airline Guide (OAG), when available; otherwise they are based on the times

shown in the Computer Reservation System (CRS). ASQP keeps the information

for every flight operated by the reporting airlines (if not canceled or delayed for

mechanical reasons). ASAC had ASQP data for 1993 and 1995, and has expanded

to include data for 1996 and 1997 since this study began.

The block time of a flight, either scheduled or reported, is the gate-to-gate time

from departure to arrival. The flight delay time is the difference between the

scheduled and actual block times, which, in contrast with the actual delay, does

not include delays in departing from the gate. Flight delay, therefore, captures the

delays due to the limited ATC or airport capacities. A flight delay is reported as
zero if the actual block time is smaller than the scheduled block time.

BLOCK TIME STRETCH

Figure 2-2 shows the monthly average flight delays for the 64 LMINET airports as

well as the 29 FAA large hub airports.

One observation from this chart is that there are larger average delays in the 29

FAA large hub airports than in the 64 LMINET airports. This should not surprise

us since the hub airports are generally busier than others, and they generally have

more intense "banks" of arrivals and departures.

3 Currently, 10 airlines report in ASQP. They are United Airlines, American Airlines, Delta
Airlines, Northwest Airlines, Continental Airlines, US Airways, TWA, Southwest Airlines, Amer-
ica West Airlines, and Alaska Airlines.

2-2
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Modeling Block Times

Figure 2-2. Monthly Average Flight Delays
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Note:The abscissashavethe form YY.MM, whereYY denotesthe year and MM, the month.Thus,
93.02 indicatesFebruary1993, 95.06 indicatesJune 1995, andso on.

Figures 2-3 and 2-4 depict the monthly average flight delays for the Atlanta Harts-

field International Airport (ATL) and the Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport

(DFW), respectively, by each scheduled arrival hour. For example, the curves un-

der the symbol associated with _7 are for the monthly average flight delays if the

scheduled arrival time is between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m. local time. Although we find

delay patterns across a day----e.g., delays at certain times are always higher than

those at other times--trends for each individual delay series are much weaker.

The reported flight delays stayed essentially constant from 1993 to 1997, as evi-

denced by Figures 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4, while traffic steadily increased. It is a famil-

iar result of queuing theory that the increased traffic will inevitably increase the

flight delays. The relatively constant reported delays thus lead us to the conjecture

that the airlines have stretched the block times of their schedules to compensate

for the increased delays. This section explores that possibility.

We compared the published OAG block times of April 1993 and April 1997 for

flights among the 29 FAA large hub cities. The reason we confine the data to the

29 large hub cities is because they enjoy the most stable service in terms of the

cities served, either as origin or destination, flight frequencies, and flight equip-
ment.
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Figure 2-3. Monthly Average Flight Delay Minutes to ATL by Arrival Time
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Figure 2-4. Monthly Average Flight Delay Minutes to DFW by Arrival Time
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From 1993 to 1997, the operations in the 29 large hub cities increased 10.6 per-

cent, while the average block times, weighted by the flight frequency, increased
from 134.64 minutes to 140.61 minutes. However, much of the difference in the
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Modeling Block Times

block times is due to new service (origin/destination pairs), which cannot be com-

pared. If we focus on the head-to-head comparison, the block time increases by

1.25 minutes from 1993 to 1997.

Besides demand, the other factor determining the delays is capacity. During the

period from 1993 to 1997, all the airports had relatively stable capacities, except

Denver. That terminal commenced operations at the new Denver International

Airport in January 1995. We have to exclude all the flights leaving from or arriv-

ing to Denver in order to have a fair comparison. If Denver is excluded, then the

block time increases by 1.61 minutes from 1993 to 1997. This block time increase

is much greater than the delay increase implied by the linear trend for the data of

Figure 2-2, which is about 0.1 minute.

CORRELATION OF PUBLISHED BLOCK TIME AND

AIRPORT OPERATIONS

In the previous section, we showed that block times are increasing, which appears

to explain why reported delays held almost constant while operations increased. In

this section, we explore the relation between increased block time and airport op-

erations, through rank statistics.

Two pairs of random variables (X1, Y1) and (Xz, Y2) are said to be concordant if

X1<X2 and YI<Y2 or if XI>X2 and YI>Y2; and discordant if XI<X/and YI>YZ or if

Xl>X2 and YI<Yz. Then Kendall's x statistic can be defined as the difference be-

tween the probabilities of concordance and discordance for two independent pairs

(XI, Y1) and (X2, Y2),

"C= Pr{ (XI-X2)(YI-Y2)>O } - Pr{ (XI-X2)(YI-Y2)<O }. [Eq. 2-1]

Like Kendall's x, Spearman's p is defined as the difference between the prob-

abilities of concordance and discordance. Let (X1, YI), (X2, Y2), and (X3, Y3) be

three independent pairs of random variables. Spearman' s p is defined as the prob-

ability of the concordance of the pairs of (XI, Y1) and (X2, Y3),

p = Pr{ (XI-X2)(Y1-Y3)>O). [F_.q. 2-2]

One can immediately see that both Kendall's 1: and Spearman's p are what are

called rank statistics, i.e., they will not change--unlike such moment statistics as

the commonly used Pearson's second central moment--under any monotonic

transformation preserving the ranks of the sampled data. Values of both Kendall' s

"rand Spearman's p are confined to the interval of [-1, 1], and -1 and 1 are at-

tained when X=-Y or X= Y, respectively.

The two order statistics are actually closely related to one another in that they are

bounded by one another for any pair of random variables. The actual computations

2-5



for theKendall's"c and Spearman's p follow more convenient schemes than our

definitions, and they are readily available from many popular statistical packages.

A random variable U ¢ [0, 1] is said to be the probability transformation of an-

other random variable, X, if U is the probability of X, or specifically u=sup {x:

Pr(X_x)=u}. It is known that Spearman's p between two random variables (X, Y)

is the same as the standard deviation of their probability transformations (U,V),

which is also Pearson's _.

Armed with the rank statistics, we are now ready to study the dependence between

the airport operations and the published block times. The purpose of this study is

to see whether the air carders take the airport operations into consideration when

assigning block times in schedule. Roughly speaking, the positive correlations can

be interpreted as the block time being more likely to be lengthened if the airport

operations are high. The increased block time is the carriers' response to the de-

lays associated with high airport operations.

We define the operations of an airport in 1 hour as the sum of departures and arri-

vals in that hour from the OAG. We first calculate the correlations of the sched-

uled block time and the airport operations for the same origin-destination (O-D)

pair, same airline, and same equipment type. Then these correlations are averaged,

by weight of number of flights, for each departure airport and arrival airport. This

gives us two sets of statistics: correlations of departure airport operations and the

block time, and correlations of arrival airport operations and the block time. For

most airports, whether it is departure block time or arrival block time, we see

positive correlation measures, as shown in Figures 2-5 and 2-6.

Although Spearman's p and Kendall's x are well defined for the same O-D pair,

same airline, and same equipment type, their weighted measures are not since they

involve different samples. However, since Spearman's p and Kendall's 1; are rank

statistics, defined as the probabilities that the two random variables move in the

same direction, then weighting them makes sense as computing the overall prob-

ability of such tendency. After the probability transformation, all subsamples form

a single large sample, where the rank statistics remain since the transformation is

monotonic. The weighting of Pearson' s t_ does not have any theoretical interpre-

tation since it depends on the scale of the random variable deviations, which is

why we cannot use it to get the overall correlations although it is more widely
used.

2-6
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Modeling Block Times

Figure 2-5. Correlations of Published Block Time and Arrivat Airport Operations

0.30

0.25

0.20

ISpearman n Kendall

Figure 2-6. Correlations of Published Block Time and Departure Airport

Operations

Most airports have positive correlations, which means there is more chance that

airlines will increase the block time with the increased airport operations. Taking

the 29 FAA large airports all together, the overall Kendall's "rbetween the arrival

airport operations and block time is 0.05, and it is 0.10 between the departure

airport operations and the block time. Taking the 29 FAA large airports all to-

gether, the overall Spearman's p between the arrival airport operations and the
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block time is 0.07, and it is 0.15 between the departure airport operations and the

block time. These statistics indicate that the airlines pay more attention to the de-

lays caused by congestion in departure airports than to the delays caused by the

congestion in arrival airports.

We must caveat our conclusion by noting that a flight record is not used if there

are no multiple flights during a day for the same O-D, same airline, and same

equipment. We believe this omission of flights is random and hence has no effect

on the correlation measures.

A GENERAL LINEAR MODEL OF PUBLISHED

BLOCK TIME

In the previous section, we showed that the carders' block times are positively

correlated with airport operations. In this section, we develop a quantitative model

to help us to understand how much padding in the published block time is due to

delays from airport congestion.

Conceptually, the published block time can be decomposed into the following

components:

• Ground movement time in the departure airport

• Airborne time

• Ground movement time in the arrival airport

• Schedule padding.

In addition to the departure and arrival airports' geographic locations, which de-

termine the distance flown, block time depends on the equipment, which deter-

mines the speed of travel. Ground movement times are airline specific because

different carders use different clustered gates.

Padding is directly related to delays, which are determined by congestion of air-

port operations. The congestion measures that we used are the utilization ratios at

the two airports. The arrival utilization ratio, p, is the quotient of arrival demand

and arrival capacity, and the departure utilization ratio, o, is the quotient of de-

parture demand and departure capacity.

Guided by these ideas, we made our general linear model of block time as

B=Tij_a+Dia +Aja +_lOi (t d )+_2P j (ta)" [Eq. 2-3]

In Equation 2-3, B is published block time. Roman indices, which identify air-

ports, range from 1 to 29. Uppercase Greek indices, which identify equipment,

2-8
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Modeling Block Times

range from 1 to the total number of aircraft considered. Lowercase Greek indices

identify the airline, and they range from 1 to the number of airlines considered.

Thus, the right side of Equation 2-3 shows the model of block time from origin

airport i to destination airport j, by airline or, using equipment _, departing at
time td, and arriving at time t,,.

Obviously our linear model has a large number of adjustable constants. We con-

sidered the flights among the 29 FAA large hub airports operated by the 10 major

airlines with and all the equipment types. Not all combinations of origin, destina-

tion, and equipment actually occur, however, in the data for April 8, 1997. In fact,

the data required us to consider only 2,105 distinct values of the T_jn and 238 dis-

tinct values of Aia and Aj_, respectively. Since the number of records is about

7,000 and our model has 2,583 adjustable parameters, our regression analysis has
a large number of degrees of freedom.

We selected the FAA's 29 large airports to analyze, since they are busy and are

operated close to capacity, so that delays are pronounced and may well be incor-

porated into the schedule. Including a less busy airport in the sample would intro-
duce noise to the parameter estimation.

We took the hourly departure and arrival capacities for an airport from the FAA's

Performance Monitoring Analysis Capability (PMAC) system for the 57 pacing

airports in visual meteorological conditions (VMC). An airport operating under

the visual flight rule has the maximum capacities that can be utilized, and we be-

lieve that the airlines design their flight schedules based on VMC. Table 2-1

shows the capacities that we used.

We used the SAS statistics package to calibrate our linear model. Based on the

SAS estimate of this general linear model, we have

padding = 5.18 x Od + 3.82 X Pa. [Eq. 2-4]

The average origin airport utilization ratio and the average destination airport

utilization ratio, weighted by the flight frequency, are 0.74 and 0.71, respectively.

This means that the average padding incorporated in the block times for the flights

among the 29 FAA large hub airports is 5.18 x 0.74+3.82 x 0.71 = 6.55 minutes.

2-9



Table 2-1. FAA Large Airport Capacities Under VMC

Airport Arrival

ATL

BOS

BWI

CLT

CVG

DCA

DFW

D'rw

EWR

IAH

JFK

LAS

LAX

LGA

MCO

MIA

MSP

ORD

PHL

PHX

PIT

SAN

SEA

SFO

SLC

STL

TPA

90

57

39

52

52

40

90

63

49

72

46

59

72

38

53

59

53

78

45

51

81

32

48

53

59

58

50

Data source: FAA PMAC system.

Departure
r_

100

57

39

52

52

4O

90

63

49

69

46

59

72

38

53

59

53

78

45

51

81

32

48

53

59

58

5O

Note: DEN and HNL are part of the 29 FAA large airports but
are not part of the 57 pacing airports. Therefore, they are not
used in the general linear model estimation.

The average padding in the block times would be increased by 0.65 minute from

1993 to 1997 based on this model, since the operations increased by 10.8 percent.

This is not far from our empirical estimate of 1.25 minutes. One has to bear in

mind that this comparison is based on the assumptions that the airlines will

equally increase the operations among the airports and among the hours, and that

the airlines would have the same policy in deciding how much padding to put into

the block time. Nevertheless, Equation 2-4 gives a reasonable estimate of the pad-

dings that airlines incorporate in their scheduled block times in response to airport

congestion.
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Modeling Block Times

Another observation from Equation 2-4 is that the airlines pay more attention to

the congestion in the departure airport than to the arrival airport, which is a

reaffirmation of the finding in the previous sectiori based on correlation figures.

Obviously, there are many ways to construct the general linear model. We have

tried some others, including some nonlinear components like the square of the

utilization ratios, and they all yield similar results. We keep the current one since

it is the simplest, and yet it captures the essence of the effect.

Many airports have the flexibility to trade the arrival and departure capacities as

modeled by our LMINET airport capacity models, so the airport utilization ratios

based on FAA's airport capacity figures are approximate. On the other hand, using

the LMINET airport capacity models will involve the policy decision of allocating
the capacities from the Pareto frontier, which will make the utilization ratio sub-

ject to this policy decision. FAA's capacity figures are chosen since (1) they are

more official, (2) the model itself is on the aggregate level so that it is not in-

tended to be accurate nor does it need accurate data input, and (3) we are not ex-

tremely concerned with the accuracy of the model; the magnitude of the estimate

is good enough for our purpose.

An airport-specific padding model may seem more appealing. However, we could

not carry out this modeling effort due to the very large amount of data records

needed. With available data, we cannot get significant parameter estimates for all
airports.
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Chapter 3

Modeling Unconstrained Air Traffic
Demand in the Future

FAA

This chapter concerns forecasting unconstrained air traffic demand in the future

when the delay and congestion due to limited air traffic capacities are not binding

constraints on air traffic growth.

The term air traffic demand is only loosely defined. It can mean anything from

aircraft operations to passenger enpianements on different aggregate levels, but

we are primarily interested in the schedule of the air travel.

Specifically, a schedule is a planned service from the origin airport to the destina-

tion airport, leaving at a certain time and arriving at a certain time, operated by an

air carder using certain equipment. For the present we ignore the operator and the

equipment of the schedule, which we will deal with in the subsequent section "Air
Traffic Schedule in the Future."

The models developed in this report are for the long term, when the effects of the

capacity shortage will be more pronounced. Our previous studies show that the

NAS will be severely congested in about a decade if nothing is done to augment

its capacities [1,2,3,8] We choose the year 2007 as the "future" for this study.

If we discretize time by dividing a day into a certain number of epochs, e.g., hour-

long epochs, then a schedule of the NAS in a day will be represented by a matrix,

{siju}, where i,j _ I= {0,1 .... ,64}, and k, I e K= {0,1,...,23}. Here i andj are the

indices of the airports in the LMINET, where 0 represents an out-of-network air-

port; and k and I are the time indices of the departure and arrival, respectively. The

schedule, S0.kt, is the number of flights from airport i to airportj that depart in the

epoch k and arrive in the epoch l.

TERMINAL AREA FORECAST

The Terminal Area Forecast (TAF), published annually by the FAA, has several

data tables for the total annual enplanements, operations, and various FAA work-

load measures for the set of airports and control towers that the FAA tracks. Each

table has several columns to give more detailed information, e.g., the enplane-

ments can be domestic or international. For the most recent TAF, released in Feb-

ruary 1998, the data from 1976 to 1996 are the annual totals reported by the air-

port control towers, while the data from 1997 to 2010 are the FAA's predicted
values.
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TheAirport CouncilInternationalsponsorstheannualFAA CommercialAviation
ForecastConferenceeveryyear,and1998is its 23rd.TheFAA notonly updates
its TAF everyyear,it alsoimprovestheforecast'smethodsconstantly.TheTAF
hasbecomethede facto official aviation demand forecast. In this report, we are

interested in the TAF of operations for the LMINET airports.

The FAA derives forecasted operations in the TAF in the following way: [5]

It forecasts the enplanements based on outputs of socioeconomic models,

such as gross domestic product (GDP) and demographic growth rates, with

due consideration of originating traffic and connection traffic. Each major

airport has its own specific models.

# It forecasts the load factors to and from each airport based on the demand,

fare yield, and airlines cost.

# It forecasts the average number of seats per aircraft for arrivals and depar-

tures at the airport.

It divides the forecasted enplanement by the forecasted load factor and by

the forecasted average number of seats per aircraft to get forecasted opera-

tions.

In deriving the forecasts, flight delays due to traffic congestion are never explicitly

considered. Implicitly, the TAF assumes that airport and ATC capacities will

grow to meet the potential demand.

Table 3-1 shows the FAA's values for total enplanements and total operations at

the LMINET airports for 1996 and 2007, and their ratios of commercial and gen-

eral aviation (GA) operations in 2007 and I996, based on the information from

FAA's TAF. We used the total of air carder, air taxi, and itinerant GA in the TAF

as the airport operations measure. Air carrier and air taxi are the operations of

scheduled air transport service corresponding to the OAG; air taxi data are for air-

craft with less than 60 seats, which are typical of commuter operations.

One can see that all the airports will enjoy positive total and commercial opera-

tions growth from 1996 to 2007, but there are many airports with negative GA

operations growth from 1996 to 2007--the GA traffic ratio is less than one. This

may imply that the commercial traffic growth will be at the expense of GA opera-

tions. For all airports reported in FAA's TAF but not included in the 64 LMINET

airports, the aggregate commercial and GA traffic in 2007 will be 1.149 and

1.031, respectively, times their 1996 levels.
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Modeling Unconstrained Air Traffic Demand in the Future

Table 3-1. Annual Enp lanementS (Millions) and Operations (Thousands)

Airport

BOS

BDL

HPN

ISP

TEB

LGA

JFK

EWR

PHL

BWl

DCA

lAD

GSO

RDU

CLT

ATL

MCO

PBI

FLL

MIA

TPA

MSY

MEM

BNA

SDF

CVG

DAY

CMH

IND

CLE

DTW

PIT

SYR

MKE

ORD

MDW

STL

IAH

HOU

AUS

Enplanements

1996

12.3

2.7

0.5

0.6

0.0

10.3

15.0

14.2

9.1

6.6

7.2

6.0

1.4

3.1

10.7

30.7

11.8

2.8

5.2

16.1

6.2

4.2

4.6

3.4

1.8

8.8

1.0

3.1

3.5

5.4

15.0

10.1

1.0

2.7

32.2

4.5

13.5

11.9

4.0

2.8

at LMINET Airports

I Operations

2007 1996

16.0 462

4.1 151

0.9 153

0.9 109

0.0 189

13.8 342

20.7 360

20.7 443

14.8 401

10.3 260

8.6 305

9.7 323

2.5 138

4.8 217

15.6 454

41.4 770

22.6 337

3.9 182

9.4 234

27.4 540

9.2 269

5.9 162

6.2 358

5.4 222

2.9 168

16.9 392

1.0 143

5.3 185

5.8 230

8.6 287

24.7 530

14.4 438

1.3 122

4.3 187

43.2 906

6.4 251

20.5 511

20.0 391

5.3 252

4.6 203

2007

509

181

160

117

189

381

397

561

509

338

318

397

170

256

563

916

502

196

304

694

331

190

467

260

215

613

160

238

3O5

373

708

536

148

239

1039

297

637

566

287

245

Ratio of traffic

Commercial GA

1.088

1.242

1.271

1.258

1.000

1.109

1.109

1.229

1.269

1.301

1.055

1.240

1.300

1.240

1.239

1.177

1.507

1.164

1.359

1.336

1.257

1.197

1.279

1.195

1.267

1.507

1.159

1.290

1.390

1.294

1.343

1.205

1.239

1.268

1.180

1.268

1.240

1.420

1.226

1.340

0.906

0.971

0.905

0.951

1.000

0,822

0.823

0.906

0.821

0.906

0.948

1.000

0.937

0.906

0.906

0.906

1.000

0.951

1.000

0.905

0.906

0.906

1.094

0.904

1.000

0.906

1.000

0,952

0.906

0.906

1.035

1.166

1.000

1.000

0.863

0.906

0.906

0.906

1.000

1.105
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Table 3-1. Annual Enplanements (Millions) and Operations

(Thousands) at LMINET Airports (Continued)

Enplanements

Airport 1996

SAT 3.3

DAL 3.5

DFW 27.4

MSP 13.4

MCI 5.0

DEN 15,2

ABQ 3.2

ELP 1.8

PHX 14.6

SLC 9.8

LAS 14.3

SAN 6.8

SNA 3.6

LGB 0.2

LAX 28.2

BUR 2.5

ONT 3.2

RNO 3.0

SMF 3.5

OAK 4.8

S FO 18.3

SJC 4.8

PDX 6.1

SEA 11.7

Operations

2007 1196

5.5 238

5.2 219

43.7 869

20.8 478

7.1 195

20.6 453

5.1 173

2.8 122

24.2 531

15.5 369

26.1 445

10.4 238

6.4 369

0.4 263

41.9 761

4.3 180

4.6 149

5.4 144

5.7 145

7.8 400

29.4 426

8.0 210

10.2 290

17.5 397

2007

293

264

1234

615

244

553

217

125

698

491

637

3O9

483

312

947

222

177

189

201

494

562

256

384

503

Ratio of traffic

Commercial

1.340

1,388

1.38

1.282

1,22

1.211

1.339

1.131

1.356

1.372

1.474

1.305

1.378

1.425

1.232

1.352

1.222

1.403

1.382

1.271

1.299

1.394

1.351

1.242

GA

1.105

0.906

1.034

0.905

0.906

0.906

0.952

0.906

0.906

1.000

1.000

0.823

1.233

1.151

0.842

1.048

0.878

0.906

1.000

1.119

1.000

0.905

0.851

1.000
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Modeling Unconstrained Air Traffic Demand in the Future

Tables 3-2 and 3-3 compare LMINET to the network for operations and enplane-

ments, respectively. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 graphically depict the LMINET airport

annual operations and enplanements for 1996 through 2017.

Table 3-2. LMINET Airports Versus the Total Operations (Millions)

Count

Large hubs 29 13.6

Medium hubs 42 9.2

Small hubs 67 8.2

Non-hub towers 305 30.9

Total 443 61.9

LMINET airports 64 20.7

Operations Growth rate (%)

1996 2000 2010 1996-2000 2000-2010
,,m= ,

14.9

9.9

8.6

31.8

65.3

22.6

18.3

11.6

9.3

33.5

72.7

27.3

2.37

2.04

1.24

0.70

1.35

2.20

2.04

1.53

0.74

0.54

1.08

1.91

Table 3-3. LMINET Airports Versus the Total Enplanements (Millions)

Large hubs a

Medium hubsb'c

Small hubs d

Non hub towers

Count

29

42

67

273

1996

412.6

135.7

41.6

15.5

Enplanements

2000

490.1

163.6

48.8

17.6

2010

684.3

237.9

67.5

22.2

.r

Growth rate (%)

1996-2000

4.40

4.79

4.08

3.18

2000-2010

3.39

3.81

3.30

2.38

Total 411 605.5 720.2 1,012.0 4.43 3.46

514.0

85.0

613.0

85.1

4.50LMI airports

Share (%)

863.0

85.3

64 3.50

Source: Department of Trans _ortation, Terminal Area Forecasts, Fiscal Years 1997--2010, Re-
port No. FAA-APO-97-7, Federal Aviat]onAdministration, Office of Aviation Policy and Plans, Sta-
tistics and Forecast Branch, Washington, DCI October 1997,

a > 1% of total enplanement.

b > 0.25% of total enplanement.

CThe 42 medium hub airports are ABQ, ANC,AUS, BDLI BNA, BUF, BUR, CLE, CMH, COS,
DAL, ELP, FLL, GEG, HOU, lAD, IND, JAX, MCI_VIDV_,MEM, MKE, MSY, OAK, OGG, OKC, OMA,
ONT, PSI, PDX, RDU, RNO, RSW, SAT, SDFI SJC, SJU, SMF, SNA, TUL, TUS, and GUM.

d > 0.05% of total enplanement.
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Figure 3-1. Total LMlNET Airport Annual Operations (Millions)
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Figure 3-2. Total LMINET Airport Annual Enplanements (Millions)
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CURRENT AIR TRAFFIC SCHEDULE

We considered both scheduled air transport service and itinerant GA traffic. We

based demand for scheduled air transport service on the schedule published by the
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Modeling Unconstrained Air Traffic Demand in the Future

OAG. We constructed the time variation of GA demands from data recorded in

the FAA's Enhanced Traffic Management System (ETMS). The schedules on

April 8, 1996--whether the commercial operations represented by the OAG or the

GA extracted from ETMS--are selected to run our model. Everything that we do

to construct the traffic schedule in the future will be set in early April on a week-

day.

Since the OAG schedule is the planned rather than observed air traffic schedule,

and only the GA flights firing instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plans will be re-

corded in ETMS, there will be differences between the traffic reported by the

OAG and ETMS and the FAA's TAF. Since the TAF is recorded by traffic control

towers, which are believed reliable, both the OAG and GA schedules have to be

scaled to conform to the data in the TAF.

Table 3-4 fists the traffic adjustment factors for each LMINET airport. We first

compute the total annual commercial operations, per airport, based on the entire

1996 OAG. The Commercial Adjustment Factor, tx, is given by the commercial

operations in the TAF (air carrier and air taxi) divided by the operations given by

the OAG. The Total Adjustment Factor, ),, is given by the total airport operations

in the TAF (air carder, air taxi, and itinerant GA) divided by the operations given

by the OAG.

Table 3-4. Commercial and Total Traffic Adjustment Factors

Airport Commercial Total Airport Commercial Total

BOS

BDL

HPN

ISP

TEB

LGA

JFK

EWR

PHL

BWI

DCA

lAD

GSO

RDU

CLT

ATL

MCO

PBI

FLL

MIA

1.035

1.585

3.314

3.591

1

1.037

1.061

1.033

1.086

1.235

1.206

1.225

2.757

1.599

1.233

1.053

1.111

2.442

1.639

1.247

0.974

1.203

1.067

1.189

1

0.979

1.017

0.99

0.966

1.134

1,016

1.023

1.836

1.11

1.077

1.023

t .016

1.208

1.126

1.099

MKE

ORD

MDW

STL

IAH

HOU

AUS

SAT

DAL

DFW

MSP

MCI

DEN

ABQ

ELP

PHX

SLC

LAS

SAN

SNA

1.457

1.019

1.893

1.075

1.014

1.897

2.246

2.5

2.23

1.102

1.147

1,046

0.966

1.557

1.981

1.295

1.419

1.553

1.138

3.667

1.15

0.975

1.251

1.005

0.956

1.048

1.119

1.321

1.268

1.068

1.025

0.975

0.917

1.107

1.216

1.083

1.113

1.24

1.052

1.016
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Airport Commercial Total Airport Commercial Total

TPA

MSY

MEM

BNA

SDF

CVG

DAY

CMH

IND

CLE

DTW

PIT

SYR

1.463

1.307

1.738

1.77

1.53

1.033

1.68

1.679

1.948

1.116

1.239

1.083

1.75

1.231

1.119

1.452

1.303

1.24

0.997

1.161

1.331

1.543

1.006

1.058

1.022

1.247

LGB

LAX

BUR

ONT

RNO

SMF

OAK

SFO

SJC

PDX

SEA

OTR

40.116

1.014

2.699

1.419

1.634

1.409

3.155

1.048

1.618

1.294

1.094

1.299

2.034

0.982

1.468

1.204

1.137

1.165

1.859

0.984

0.979

1.101

1.073

1.07

Obviously from the factors' definitions, if we scale the OAG operation by the ad-

justment factors a and y, we will get the actual commercial operations and total

operations, respectively. This method is fine so long as we are not concerned with

the schedule of the operations. Since commercial and GA operate on different

schedules and adjust at different rates, a GA adjustment factor, _, is needed.

Let TTotal, Tcoramercial, TOAG, TGA, TETMS be the traffic indicated by the subscripts. By

the definitions,

TTotal = Tcommercial + TGA, [F,q. 3-1]

Trotat = "yToAG, [Eq. 3-2]

Zcommercial -=- O_ToAG, [Eq. 3-3]

TGA = _ TERMS, [Eq. 3-4]

we have

= (y- (x) × TOAG[TETMS. lEq. 3-5]

Since we do not have any particular knowledge about the missing flights from

OAG to commercial, and from ETMS to GA, we have to assume they are random

or that the missed flights are proportional to the ones in the current schedule. The

scaling-up of OAG for commercial traffic takes an application of the Fratar algo-

rithm, and the scaling-up from ETMS for GA traffic takes the simple form of

multiplying all the flights by the adjustment factor, _, of the departure airport,

based on the same arguments that will be presented in the next section.
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Aft'-, TRAFFIC SCHEDULE IN THE FUTURE

The future air traffic demand, expressed in terms of the schedule, s/jkl, must be

constructed, although the only thing that we know is the total airport operations.

In fact, generating demand schedules for the entire network is a challenging task.

Although the academic literature is rife with models and algorithms, they are

geared to providing the forecast of single variable systems or a non-networked

multivariable system.

There are two major intellectual challenges:

• The interaction of the NAS network's nodes and arcs and the possibility of

achieving the goal of a specific traffic level via different means

• The prediction of air carders' behavior, even at some high aggregate level.

This section presents our modeling considerations and the algorithm that we used

to forecast air traffic schedules in the future.

Modeling Assumption

Our modeling is based on availabiedata and models; on their integration; and,

more importantly, on the desired properties of our forecast. We require our

approach for forecasting the unconstrained air traffic demand to satisfy the fol-

lowing:

1. The schedule provided by the air carders is the variable of interest, which

reveals everything about air carriers' operations.

. We will construct an industry-wide model instead of one that integrates

carrier-specific models. The air transport industry in the United States is

an oligopoly, consisting of 10 major carders with about 90 percent of total

domestic operation and three dozen or so affiliated and unaffiliated com-

muter, cargo, and chartered passenger and cargo carriers. If we just con-

centrate on having individual models for each of the 10 major passenger

carriers--if we could accomplish the tremendous amount of work in-

volved-it is still impossible to predict the industry configuration, or mar-

ket share in the future, in this dynamic environment. The recently an-

nounced virtual merger between Northwest Airlines and Continental

Airlines, and the marketing alliance between the two former foes, Ameri-

can Airlines and US Airways, are good examples of these difficulties.

Taking the whole industry together, while still assuming the existence of

competition among the carders, we avoid attempting to predict winners

and losers in the competition. A representative of one major U.S. carder

told us that his airline aggressively seeks opportunities to grow, since if
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theydonot someoneelsewill. Thismeansthattheair carriersput their re-
sourceswherethedemandis on theaggregatelevel. Ontheotherhand,we
donotreally needanair-carrier-specificmodelif ourmodelwill beused
byothermodelsto quantifythebenefitsof newair traffic management
(ATM) proceduresor decisionsupporttools. Individualair carrierswill
benefit indirectlyfrom our industry-widemodel,in thatit is up to themto
makeup themarketshareto bestutilize theirresources.

. The FAA's TAF will be used as an input, so the future schedule we derive

must meet the TAF at the airport level. Due to the way the TAF is pro-

duced, delineated previously in this chapter, we assume that it already re-

flects air carriers' choices to use less congested airports or new hubs, and

the use of larger equipment in the short haul market and the replacement

of turboprops by regional jets. Other terminal area forecasts will suffice.

4. The traffic growth rate between two cities must be proportional to the traf-

fic growth rates in both cities, respectively.

. Air carriers' operation practices will be unchanged. Specifically, we as-

sume the current air carriers' operations are rational and will continue to

be rational in the future. By rational we mean that the air carriers, being

commercial companies, will try to maximize their profits by putting their

resources or schedules where the demand is. Battling for market share, just

for the sake of market share, by providing more schedule than demand, is

not a rational behavior. This seems a good assumption, since the air trans-

port industry appears finally to have reached maturity after two decades of

deregulation. Evidence of this comes from comparing the record profits

and relative stability enjoyed by the industry in the past few years to the

record losses, massive traffic growth, labor disputes, and industry instabil-

ity (with a plethora of low-cost start-up carriers and merger and acquisition

activities) seen right after the deregulation in 1980s and early 1990s.

The assumption of rationality of air carriers can be decomposed into the

following:

a. The current OAG schedule is the best schedule to meet the air travel

demand. One example is Continental Airlines' decision in the past few

years to cancel their hubs at Denver, Cleveland, and Greensboro/High

Point and redeploy the flights to Houston and Newark to get better

yields.

b° The air carriers will continue to conduct bank operations in hub air-

ports. Since airline deregulation in 1978, the carriers have had the

freedom to design their schedules as they see fit except for a few slot-

controlled airports. _ Since then, air carriers have consolidated their op-

i The slot-controlled airports are ORD, JFK, LGA, and DCA.
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Modeling Unconstrained Air Traffic Demand in the Future

erations to concentrate on a few hub airports, which are characterized

by alternating banks of arrivals and departures. There are two major

advantages of bank operations: first, the number of markets, through

connection at the hub, is massively expanded----offering travelers

choices that cannot be made through point-to-point operations; second,

the airline that has the dominant market share at the hub cities com-

mands premium fares.

. The time-of-day demand pattern will not change. Given the total number

of people willing to travel from A to B in a day, research by airlines and

Boeing has shown that the distribution of that demand across the day de-

pends on the local departure and arrival times and the journey time, where

business travelers and leisure travelers may have different demand pat-

terns, and, of course, different demand elasticities. Thus, unless there are

new technologies that will drastically reduce the journey time, the travel-

ers' time-of-day demand patterns will not change.

Fratar Algorithm

This algorithm is the most widely used method of generating trip distributions

based on the terminal area forecast. It has been used by both the DOT and FAA in

their transportation planning models, such as NASPAC, an event simulation

model of NAS. A schematic diagram of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3. The Fratar Traffic Growth Distribution Algorithm

Fratar traffic distribution algorithm

Future OAG schedule 1

The daily traffic, t0, from airport i to airport j, total daily departures, di, from air-

port i, and total daily arrivals, aj, to airport j are related to the schedule, sokt, as
follows:
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to = Y_ktsije, [Eq. 3-61

di = ]_j tU, [Eq. 3-71

aj = Zi to. [F_x1. 3-8]

If the schedule is balanced, or the network does not have any sinks, then di = ai,

Vi_L

Let Di, i _ I be the total number of departures in the target year taken from the

forecast. The Fratar method is an iterative algorithm that takes the following

steps:

Step 0: Assign tij, di, aj, Vi, j _ L based on the current year schedule.

3-12
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Modeling Unconstrained Air Traffic Demand in the Future

Step 1:

gi=Di,Viel, [Eq. 3-9]
di

Step 2:

1 F di aj ]

Tij=tij×gi×g)×_l.=." d F j,Vi,j_l [-Eq. 3-10],2 LLmti,n'g,_ _,mt,_j'gm

Step 3:

ff _,,T_m=D_,Viet, then go to Step 4;

else

tij = TO, _'i,j e I, and update di, aj, Vi, j _ / accordingly, go to Step 1.

Step 4: Compute the traffic growth factor, rij, Vi, j _ I, by dividing the traffic,

To, in the target year by the one in the current year; compute the schedule, So.u,

in the target year by multiplying the schedule in the current year by the traffic

growth factor, rU. Stop.

Now let us check that the schedule in the target year made by the Fratar algorithm

has the desired properties. First, the schedule will always meet the terminal de-

parture totals predicted in the TAF, which is embedded in the algorithm.

Second, rO.= rji, which means the traffic growth is undirectional. This is an im-

plicit desired property in a travel network, although not explicitly stated in the

previous subsection.

Third, the growth factor is uniform across the entire day, which is a desired prop-

erty if we assume that the current schedule is rational and the travelers' time-of-

day demand pattern will not change.

The fact that the growth factor is uniform across the day implies another property

of the schedule in the target year: the airport traffic is dynamically balanced, and

the bank operations in hub airports are preserved. Let dik, aik, Vi _ L Vk _ K, be

the total departures and arrivals in time k at airport i.

dik -- _,jl Sijkl,

aik= Y-, lsjil .
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An airport i is said to be dynamically balanced if dig = aik, _ E K, which means

there are no idle aircraft sitting on the ground. In reality, a flight has to spend

some time in the terminal before taking off, but we will keep this simple defini-

tion, and real operations can be modeled by shifting the time index. Let Dig, Aig,

Vi_ /, Vk _ K, be the total departures and arrivals at airport i at time k in the tar-

get year. By the Fratar algorithm,

Dig = _,jt sjgl = _jl rij sijkl = Gi Y_jtuj sijgl, [Eq. 3-111

Aig = ]_jt Sjitk = _,jt rji Sjilk = ]_jl ru Sjilk = ai _,jl uj Sjilk, [Eq. 3-12]

where

Gi uj = rij, Vi, j __ L and _,jt uj = 1. [F_xt. 3-13]

The right hand sides of Dig and Aik resemble the expectations of the product of two

discrete random variables. If two random variables are independent, then the ex-

pectation of their product is equal to the product of their expectations. If we as-

sume that the traffic growth rate is independent of the current schedule, which is a

reasonable assumption, then

Dik= Gi (_.jl uj)(Y_jl sijgl) = Gidik,

similarly,

Aik = Giaik.

Since dig = aig, Vi_ L Vk _ K, then Dig -- Aig. And, interestingly, Gi must be the

growth factor implied by the TAF in order to satisfy the binding terminal total de-

parture constraint.

Figure 3-4 shows an example of applying our method to ATL.
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Figure 3-4. 1996 and Forecast Unconstrained 2007 Hourly Operations at ATL
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Chapter 4

Modeling Constrained Air Traffic Demand
in the Future

This chapter describes a model for forecasting future air traffic schedules when

insufficient capacities or excessive flight delays must be considered.

GENERAL MODELING APPROACH

Generic Air Carriers' Operations Practices

There are three flows in airline operations: passenger, equipment, and crew. They

are subject to the following constraints: fleet, maintenance location, crew location,

and regulations governing equipment and crew. As a commercial entity, an airline

seeks to maximize its revenue under the given constraints. Although the details of

their practices may be different, air carriers all seem to take the following steps to

conduct their operations:

o Market planning. This process estimates the passenger demand between

two points, including connecting passengers, the passenger time-of-day

demand pattern, and the yield. The airlines' flight schedule is designed on

the basis of this information. Market assessments tend to be carried out by

a combination of models and detailed, market-by-market analysis. Statisti-

cal time series forecasting models, the Quality Service Index (QSI), and

Decision Window Path Methodology are among the techniques that carri-

ers have used to design their schedules, but their implementations vary.

Yield information is an aMine's most closely guarded proprietary data.

, Fleet assignment. Given the fleet composition, the maintenance location,

and the regulations governing the equipment, the fleet schedule is assigned

to maximize the expected revenue. This is a vehicle routing problem that

connects the schedule given from the market planning with the desired

equipment with the most efficiency. The solution to the fleet assignment

problem is highly automated among the carriers by software run on power-

ful computers. The software packages used by the carriers are almost

identical; differences among the packages lie mainly in their speed of exe-

cution and flexibility.

. Crew assignment. Given the fleet assignment and crew and its base, crew

trips are generated with minimum crew cost while not violating regulations

and the pilot labor contract. Like the solution to the fleet assignment
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problem,thesolutionto crewassignmentis alsoaccomplishedvia theuse of

highly sophisticated, mixed integer programming mathematical models run

on powerful computers. Like fleet assignment, crew assignment software is

essentially a commodity, i.e., the models are similar across the carriers, and

the differences lie mainly in computation speed and their flexibility.

. Operation control. This involves rescheduling equipment and rematching

appropriately qualified crews with equipment in response to disturbances

in the schedule, such as those caused by inclement weather. Operation

control demands real-time solutions, which are typically obtained by es-

sentially heuristic methods, although the methods usually are implemented

with computers. Different carders may have different policies regarding

the restoration of normal operations. For example, one major U.S. carrier

told us that they emphasize the preservation of revenue, while another told

us their goal is to return to normal operations as soon as possible.

Some iterations between market planning and fleet assignment are needed mainly

to satisfy station managers. We are not concerned with operation control since it

deals with day-to-day disturbances and we are interested in planning. Actually, we

need to model only the market analysis, since given a reasonable schedule there

are always feasible equipment routing and crew assignment solutions. Market

planning is the least understood of the four schedule planning steps, and the carri-

ers do it using a hodgepodge of techniques.

One can see that delay is not explicit in the schedule planning process. However,

this does not mean the management of a carrier does not pay attention to delay

statistics. The recent examples of Continental Airlines' paying employees bonuses

for achieving certain delay targets, and of US Airways' forming special employee

committees to reduce delays, testify to management's serious resolve to combat

them. Management's intention is to improve their service quality and, thus, draw

more revenue.

Most delays experienced by the airlines are caused by poor coordination, insuffi-

cient staffing, equipment breakdown, or inadequate procedures (such as those

waiting for connecting passengers), apart from weather delays over which man-

agement does not have control. Once these elements were well addressed, Conti-

nental and US Airways went from bottom to top in on-time statistics.

Another reason that the carriers have not explicitly considered delays due to in-

adequate NAS capacity is simply that these delays have not yet become excessive.

One major U.S. air carder told us they tend to lengthen the block time for the

flight at the end of the departure push to accommodate the ATC-induced delays.

Pleas of carders' operations staffs to reduce the number of departure flights at

rush hours have been overruled by their market staffs because they can make

money even with some delays.
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Model Survey

While the literature and applications are abundant on the topics of estimating the

underlying variable distribution with constrained observations, we have not identi-

fied any similar work--either in academic publications or in airlines' practices--

in developing air carrier operations models that incorporates delays. Some NAS

software simulation packages, like NASPAC and AIRNET, have the capability to

generate the future OAG schedule based on the current schedule and on the speci-

fied terminal growth rate, but they lack the capability to adjust the schedule due to

excessive delay, which is the core of our present model. The NAS simulation

packages may claim to have the capability to construct a new schedule for new

hub cities, but they are essentially itinerary builders, and their users have to supply

the hub cities' schedules and equipment types.

Modeling Premise

If we assume the carriers are rational (in that they are in business to make profit

for their shareholders whatever operating conditions they may have to face), then

it is most straightforward to think of solving the problem of modeling delay ef-

fects on air traffic operations by estimating delay elasticities of air traffic demand

over the entire system. If this could be done, it would be the ultimate model for

capturing the future air traffic demand reduction due to delays.

However, it is impossible for many reasons. First, we have not seen any data that

show substantial air travel delays, as predicted for the future by the planning mod-

els [ 1,2] It is impossible to estimate without data.

Second, it is hard to separate the delay factor in the overall demand function. Actu-

ally, the airports with more delays have more traffic due to high demand from so-

cioeconomic factors. Other ways that indirectly solve the problem must be sought.

Here, let us explore what the carriers will do in the future, if they are rational.

Suppose there are no excessive delays. Then they will conduct their operations as

predicted by the unconstrained model in the last chapter. The reason that they will

have such schedules is that they are the most economical ones, absent excessive

delay.

Now suppose that some flights at some airports at some times during the day have

to be canceled due to excessive delays induced by excessive demand. Do those

cancellations affect schedules in other parts of NAS where flights do not have ex-

cessive delays? We believe not, since flight schedule is specified to meet the trav-

eling demand. Of course there will be some network effects, but here we

concentrate on the main effects.
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The following assumptions seem to be reasonable for modeling an air carder's

operations due to flight delays:

i As demand increases, the airlines will keep growing their schedules to

meet it according to the unconstrained model, until the resulting operations

produce excessive delays.

i The delays chiefly important in airlines' schedule planning are those that

occur in terminal areas due to insufficient runway and taxiway capacities

in universally good weather conditions. Capacities of TRACON and en

route sectors have second-order effects on limiting air traffic growth

[1,2,8]

i Any canceled flights must have the least economic value to the carders.

Since the variable cost to carry an additional passenger is so negligible in

the flight operation, and most other costs must be distributed to the entire

network, we are not going to consider cost explicitly in modifying the
schedules. Instead, we focus on revenues.

MODEL FOR FORECASTING CONSTRAINED SCHEDULE

DUE TO INSUFFICIENT CAPACITIES

Figure 4-1 is a schematic of the model that we propose for forecasting air carders'

future flight schedules as they respond to increasing delays.

Figure 4-1. A Model for Forecasting Constrained Flight Schedule in the Future

{.°,u.o } }OAG schedule L GA schedule

=.1 LMINET flight delay model

_'I LMINET flight delay model

Traffic shaving algorithm

_. k J

Future constrained OAG schedule 1
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Modeling Constrained Air Traffic Demand in the Future

The following subsections detail the input data sources, individual components of

the model, and their working and usage. A user is free to modify or use any other

comparable data input for the model. For the sake of completeness, the model for

forecasting the unconstrained flight schedule, which is part of the overall model,
is included.

CURRENT FLIGHT SCHEDULE FOR AIR CARRIERS

This is a data input; we use the OAG schedule.

CURRENT FLIGHT SCHEDULE FOR GENERAL AVIATION

This is a data input; we use the schedule extracted from ETMS based on

April 8, 1996.

TERMINAL AREA FORECAST

This is a data input that provides airport-specific traffic (operations) growth rates.

We use the growth rates given in the FAA's TAF.

UNCONSTRAINED AIR TRAFFIC DEMAND FORECAST MODEL

For the air carders, we expand the current OAG schedule using the TAF's airport-

specific growth rates and the Fratar algorithm. For GA, we expand the current rep-

resentative GA schedule, determined from ETMS data, using the TAF's airport-

specific growth rates for GA and the simple algorithm of multiplying the depar-

tures by the GA growth rate of the departure airport. The reason that we do not

use any sophisticated algorithm here is that GA flights do not follow any particu-

lar schedule, and they tend to leave for a limited number of airports from a given

departure airport, thus making the Fratar algorithm unstable.

AIRPORT CAPACITY MODELS

This is a data input. For each of 64 LMINET airports, we need two sets of models:

the runway capacity model and the taxiway capacity model. The runway capacity

model is characterized by a pieeewise linear Pareto frontier characterized by four

parameters. The taxiway capacity model is based on the M/M/i delay model and

by matching the mean delays at each airport to those in the FAA's PMAC. (Refer-

ences [1] and [2] give details of these models.)

AIRPORT DELAY TOLERANCE

This is a data input. This parameter controls the maximum allowable demand. The

user has the flexibility to specify the tolerance individually for each airport, and by

departure or arrival. The tolerance can be imposed either as a maximum average

delay or as a minimum probability that the delay will not exceed 7.5 minutes. (Air

carders and DOT usually use delays of more than 15 minutes to calculate the delay
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statistics,which splitsto 7.5minutesfor bothdepartureandarrival).Therelation-
shipbetweenthemaximumtolerableaveragedelayminutesandtheminimumtol-
erableon-timeprobabilitydependson theinitial conditionof theairport (whether
theairportis busyor notduringthelasttimeperiod)andon thecapacitiesof the
runwayandtaxiways.Numericalcalculationsfor the64LMINET airportsshow
thatthetwotolerancesshareafairly stablerelationship,with anerrorof 1to 2 per-
centof theon-timeprobability,which is shownin Table4-1.

Table 4-1. Maximum Tolerable Average Delay Minutes Versus Minimum

Tolerable On-Time Probability

Maximum Tolerable Average Delay Minute
w

Minimum Tolerable On-Time Probability

5.0 4.0 3.0 2.0

78% 85% 92% 98%

The overall on-time percentage for 1996 as reported by ASQP is 78.9. This statis-

tic includes delays caused by many sources. What is desired here is the tolerance

just for the delay caused by the insufficient airport capacities, which certainly

must be higher than the statistics from ASQP. Based on Table 4-1, the maximum

tolerable delay, system-wide, must be less than 5 minutes. In Chapter 2, we de-

rived the average padding in the schedule, based on the flights among the 29 FAA

large airports, to be 3.83 and 2.71 minutes for departure and arrival, respectively.

Since these paddings are estimated for all the flights, whether the airport is busy

or not, the system-wide tolerance must be higher, because that tolerance must be

based on the padding when the airports are busiest. On the other hand, the

29 FAA large hub airports, being the busiest in the United States, experience most

of their operations while operating close to their capacities. The tolerances in-

ferred from these airports should not be far from the right one for the overall net-
work.

Accordingly, throughout this report when we present the illustration of this model,

we use 3.83 and 2.71 minutes as the maximum tolerable average delays for de-

partures and for arrivals, respectively. (Very likely, the levels of tolerance are dif-

ferent at different airports. Lacking data on which to base good estimates of

airport-specific tolerances, however, we used common values for all airports.)

AIRPORT DELAY MODEL

This model computes the delay distributions for both departures and arrivals,

based on demands and capacities. Appendix A details the development of our

model, which is based on accurate numerical solutions of the exact equations for

two-member tandem queues representing arrival and departure processes.

Here is how our model determines the maximum tolerable demand, given the

maximum tolerable delay, using the airport delay model. We do this with an ap-

plication of the secant method (Figure 4-2).
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Modeling Constrained Air Traffic Demand in the Future

Figure 4-2. The Secant Method

For our problem of finding the maximum tolerable demand such that the maxi-

mum average delay is T, our algorithm works as follows. Let x be the uncon-

strained demand; x_, x2, x3 be successive approximations of the maximum

tolerable demand to meet the target; and Yl, yz, Y3 be the average delays associated

with x_, x2, x3, respectively.

Step 0: Let xl = min(x, 0.9 x min(runway capacity, taxiway capacity)).

Ifyl _<T and x_ = x, stop.

Step 1: Ifyl > T, then let x2 = 0.95 x xl.

lfyl < T and xl < x, then let x2 = min(x, 1.05 x xl).

Step 2: If y2 = T then stop; else apply the secant method to generate x3,

X2--Xl [ T_

x:x y:y ),

If x3 > x, then let x3 = x. If x3 < 0 then let x3 - O.

[Eq. 4-1]

The solution of the secant method is the maximum allowable demand. It turns out

that the secant method converges fairly quickly for our problem. We have at most
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neededthreeiterationsin step2 with 0.1convergencebound,which corresponds
to atmostanuncertaintyof 0.5operation/hourin demand.

TRAFFICSPREADINGMODEL

Whendemandexceedsmaximumtolerabledemand,weadjustthescheduleto
"spread"excessdemandinto neighboringepochs.Thisprocedureis basedupon
theresultprovedin AppendixC, thatbalancingarrivalanddepartureoperations
acrossall epochsin adaywill maximizethetotal numberof operations.

If thedemandin 1hourexceedsthemaximumtolerabledemand,theexcessde-
mand-i.e., thedifferencebetweendemandandmaximumtolerabledemand--is
accommodatedby spreadingit evenly into theneighboringhours(1 hourbefore
and1hourafter),sothatin eachepochall theflights havethesameproportionof
retainedflights from theoriginaldemandandthesameproportionof spread
flights from theneighboringhours.Dueto thenatureof ourproblem,thenumber
of flights in anepochis notnecessarilyaninteger.

FLIGHTRANKINGFUNCTION

This is adatainput thatwill rank thedesirabilityof flights. It will beusedby the
traffic shavingmodule(describedlater) to cut flights whennecessaryto meetthe
maximumtolerabledelay.

Ideally,thedesirabilityof aflight shouldbedirectlyrelatedto its revenuecontri-
bution,or faresandloadfactor,computedbasedon thehistoricaldata,but those
dataarenotavailableto us.As statedbefore,theyarethemostcloselyguardedof
all theair carders'data.Instead,weuseasurrogate,definedasthenumberof
connectionpossibilitiesof aflight, which is thesumof thetotal arrivalsto thede-
partureairport 1hourbeforetheflight departureandthetotal departuresto the
arrivalairport 1hourafterthearrival.

Theimplicationof thispolicy is thatflights to or from smallairportswill becut
first. Flight connectionis widelyusedbythemarketplanningdepartmentof the
carriersin forecastingpassengerdemand.

AIRPORTGA RESERVE

This is adatainputperairportandperepoch.It is thenumberof reservedGA
slots,whichtheGA demandcannotexceed.TheunusedGA slotscannotbeused
bycommercialflightsevenif theGA demandis belowtheassignednumberof
slots.This is currentlyairportoperatingpolicyunderslotcontrol.Forthemodel
runsin thereport,wehavesettheGA reservesto 0 throughout.
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TRAFFIC SHAVING MODEL

Some flights have to be cut if the combined commercial and GA demands exceed

the airport capacity. The flight with least desirability and the flight that is mutually

least desirable from both departure and arrival airports will be cut first. While the

least desirable flight is well-defined by the ranking function, finding it involves a

search throughout the entire network on both the departure and arrival airports'
lists.

If the departure demand exceeds the capacity at one airport and we cut all the ex-

cessive departure flights in order to meet the airport capacity, then it is quite pos-

sible that some additional departures from this airport will also have to be cut due

to the cutting of arrival flights at some airports, which will cause under-utilization

of airport capacity even with excessive demand. Another problem with cutting all

the excessive demand from airport to airport is that the flight-ranking function

will be significantly modified; the sequence in which the airports' excessive de-

mand is cut makes a big difference.

We solved this technical problem by incrementally shaving off excessive demand

throughout the entire network. First, we start off with a padding added to the air-

port capacities such that there are no excessive flights. Then the padding is re-

duced by an increment, the lowest-ranking excessive flights are cut off, and the

fight-ranking function is updated. This process continues until the padding is 0.

This algorithm reduces the aforementioned problem to the minimum that the de-

mand may be over-cut by a delta at the worst, and the flight-ranking function is
current.

MEASURES OF NAS OPERATION CONCENTRATION

One can directly obtain a picture of network concentration of NAS operations
from the TAF for the current time and for the future. But the TAF misses one im-

portant element of airport operations: time distribution of flights. We also need to

study the intensity or the concentration of the air carders operations at the airports,

which is characterized by the bank operations at hub airports. First, measures to

quantify the airport operations concentration must be determined.

It seems that the Lorenz curve and Gini index, widely used in welfare economics

for measuring wealth inequality, can be adopted for measuring the concentration

of airport operations. Our basic data are a set of 64 x 24 = 1,536 cases of opera-

tions counts, one for each epoch at each airport.

To build the Lorenz curve, we first sort the operations counts in increasing order.

We then index the cases in increasing order from 1 to 1,536. Cases with identical

counts are indexed arbitrarily, subject to the constraint that the cases' counts are a

monotone nondecreasing function of their indices. Let the ith indexed operations
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countbe Oi. Then the Lorenz curve is the set of points (i/1536, O/C), where C

denotes the total number of operations. If every airport and hour had the same

number of operations, the Lorenz curve would be the straight line from (0,0) to

(1,1). In the other extreme case, that of total concentration of operations, in which

all operations take place at just one airport in just one epoch, the Lorenz curve

would be 0 for abscissas larger than 0 and less than 1, and 1 for abscissa 1.

The Gini index is defined as twice the area between the Lorenz curve and the line

(0,0) to (1,1) that represents the uniform distribution. One can see that the Gini

index ranges from 0 to i, with 0 corresponding to the uniformly distributed case

and 1 corresponding to the completely concentrated cases.

If one schedule dominates another with more concentrated operations, then its Lo-

renz curve is below the other's and its Gini index is larger.

Figure 4-3 shows the Lorenz curve for the 64 LMINET airports, based on the

April 1996 OAG. The Gini index of this case is 0.549, which means that there is

still a fair amount of airport operations concentration even among the heavily

traveled airports. The Gini index, again for the 64 LMINET airports, but based on

the unconstrained future schedule in 2007 from the Fratar algorithm, will be

0.547, an indication of essentially unchanged concentration of airport operations if

the TAF forecasts are met and the current air car_ers' bank operations at hub cit-

ies are kept. The Gini index based on constrained 2007 schedule is 0.534, a re-

duction that makes sense because some flights at peak hours in hub airports have

either been spread to neighboring hours or been cut. The Lorenz curve of this case

also is depicted in Figure 4-3.

IMPACT OF ATM TECHNOLOGIES

ON TRAFFIC GROWTH

Clearly, by the examples shown in the previous sections, either some traffic

growth has to be curtailed because of insufficient NAS capacity, or the capacity
must be increased. Since it becomes harder and harder to construct new airports or

augment existing airports by paving new runways or taxiways---due to the avail-

able land, financing, environmental regulations, etc.--the opportunities to im-

prove capacity by physical improvements to the airports' capacities is quite

limited. (We do include "certain-to-happen" projects from the airport improve-

ment plan published by the FAA in our airport capacity models for 2007.)
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Figure 4-3. The Lorenz Curves of 64 LMiNET Airport Operations
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Another way to improve the NAS capacity is by improving airports' efficiencies.

To meet the national requirement for sustained air traffic growth, the NASA

Aeronautics Enterprise has recently asked LMI to undertake a study to evaluate

the contribution of the existing programs [2] Two NASA programs, the Terminal

Area Productivity (TAP) and the Advanced Air Transport Technologies (AATT),

comprise tools that will essentially either reduce the uncertainties of the aircraft

position or enhance the airport utilization by better sequencing of flights and bal-

ancing runway usage. Both types of technologies, in addition to some other bene-

fits in terms of safety or flight operating cost, will enlarge airport capacities.

To assess the tools' effectiveness, we mapped the operating characteristics of each

set of tools into the parameters of the LMINET airport capacity models [1,2] This

yields another set of runway capacity frontiers and another set of taxiway service

rates. Figure 4-4 shows an example of a changed airport capacity Pareto frontier.

The capacity Pareto frontier with the technology dominates the one without.

Nationwide for the 64 LMINET airports the daily operations in 2007 are 61,668

with ATM technologies versus 60,120 daily operations without ATM technolo-

gies, achieving 92.7 percent versus 81.3 percent potential traffic growth from

1996-2007. Table 4-2 summarizes the total daily operations for each of the 64

LMINET airports and for the overall 64 LMINET airports.
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Figure 4-4. Airport Runway Capacity Comparisons
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Table 4-2. Daily Carriers Operations by Airport

Airport 1996

BOS 1,262 1,374

BDL 347 431

HPN 165 209

ISP 119 150

TEB 0 0

LGA 960 1,065

JFK 907 1,005

EWR 1,306 1,605

PHL 1,036 1,314

BW I 702 913

DCA 758 800

lAD 777 963

GSO 275 357

RDU 445 552

CLT 1,184 1,467

ATL 2,093 2,464

MCO 890 1,341

PBI 322 375

FLL 512 696

Unconstrained Constrained Growth Constrained Growth

2007 2007 attained (%) 2007 with tech attained (%)

1,371 97.4

422 89.9

204 88.8

149 97.4

0 100.0

963

987

1,603

1,311

883

774

961

353

547

1,445

2,350

1,322

364

686

2.5

81.9

99.6

98.9

85.7

38.8

99.0

94.8

96.0

92.3

69.4

95.7

79.9

94.7

1,374

428

208

149

0

1,056

1,005

1,604

1,314

911

790

960

357

551

1,468

2,463

1,340

372

689

99.6

96.8

96.9

99.4

100.0

90.9

100.0

99.7

100.0

99.0

76.7

98.5

100.0

99.0

100.1

99.9

99.7

95.4

96.2
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Table 4-2. Daily Carriers Operations by Airport (Continued)

Unconstrained
Airport 1996 2007

MIA 1,348 1,801

TPA 696 874

MS¥ 402 481

MEM 916 1,172

BNA 492 588

SDF 445 564

CVG 1,135 1,711

DAY 312 361

CMH 446 575

IND 567 788

CLE 798 1,033

D'I'W 1,351 1,815

PIT 1,220 1,470

SYR 285 353

MKE 460 584

ORD 2,367 2,793

MDW 479 608

STL 1,414 1,753

IAH 1,053 1,495

HOU 397 487

AUS 303 406

SAT 363 487

DAL 377 523

DFW 2,443 3,372

MSP 1,257 1,611

MCI 548 669

DEN 1,148 1,391

ABQ 366 490

ELP 206 233

PHX 1,312 1,779

SLC 830 1,138

I_AS 1,024 1,510

SAN 611 798

SNA 303 418

LGB 38 54

LAX 2,042 2,517

BUR 289 391

ONT 362 442

RNO 295 414

SMF 354 489

Constrained
2007

Growth

attained (%)

59.5

99.8

94.3

67.1

97.4

83.5

80.7

73.3

97.2

99.0

98.7

84.3

99.4

1,617

873

477

1,087

586

544

1,600

348

572

786

1,030

1,742

1,468

347

563

2,698

599

1,618

1,415

466

392

479

523

2,575

1,524

667

1,390

487

225

90.7

83.3

77.7

93.3

60.1

82.0

77.1

86.1

93.2

100.0

14.2

75.3

98.4

99.7

97.4

73.0

Constrained
2007 with tech

1,762

874

479

1,168

587

558

1,660

359

573

787

1,033

1,814

1,467

353

582

2,793

607

1,744

1,488

449

403

479

515

2,778

1,585

669

1,391

486

230

1,632

1,129

1,506

750

402

40

2,457

386

434

410

480

68.6

97.1

99.2

74.3

86.4

13.6

87.3

95.3

89.4

96.7

93.3

1,736

1,136

1,510

786

414

44

2,487

384

437

411

484

Growth

attained (%)

91.4

100.0

96.6

98.4

98.6

95.2

91.2

96.4

98.1

99.4

100.0

99.9

98.8

100.0

98.8

100.0

99.2

97.5

98.5

57.6

97.1

93.3

95.1

36.0

92.5

99.9

100.0

96.5

90.3

90.8

99.4

99.9

93.4

96.9

35.8

93.8

92.9

93.3

98.0

96.4
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Table 4-2. Daily Carriers Operations by Airport (Continued)

Airport 1996

OAK 698

SFO 1,111

SJC 363

PDX 731

SEA 1,062

Total 49,073

Unconstrained
2007

887

1,443

506

987

1,319

Constrained

2007

877

1,422

499

986

1,318

Growth

attained (%)

94.7

93.8

94.8

99.3

99.6

62,656 60,120 81.3

Constrained
2007 with tech

884

1,442

501

987

1,318

Growth

attained (%)

98.7

99.6

96.2

99.9

99.6

61,668 92.7

SENSITIVITY OF THE TOLERANCE PARAMETERS

The tolerance to the delays caused by insufficient airport capacities seems to be

the variable that the user will most likely modify. Indeed, the attained traffic

growth, relative to the unconstrained forecast, is sensitive to the tolerance levels

selected. The tolerance levels presented in Table 4-3 give the likely upper and

lower bounds based on the corresponding on-time probabilities. These results lead

us to conclude that NAS can accommodate about 75 to 85 percent of potential

traffic growth in a decade, absent improvements such as the NASA ATM tech-

nologies.

Table 4-3. Delay Tolerances and Total System Operations in 2007

Departure
tolerance (minutes)

3.0

3.83

5.0

Arrival tolerance

(minutes)

2.0

2.71

4.0

Total daily
ope rations

59,106

60,120

60,849

Attained traffic

growth (%)

73.9

81.3

86.7

EXAMPLES OF MODEL RUNS

Smooth Operations

Figures 4-5 and 4-6 compare airport operations of different operating policies at

ATL, where the airport capacities are assigned by the rule that the maximum tol-

erable average departure delay is 3.83 minutes and the maximum average arrival

delay is 2.71 minutes. Three curves are presented: unconstrained; no spreading, in

which demands causing excess delays are eliminated; and spreading, where ex-

cess demands, as computed in the no-spread case, are first spread to the neigh-

boring times, before applying the tolerance again to reduce the excess demand.
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Modeling Constrained Air Traffic Demand in the Future

Figure 4-5. Operations at ATL
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Note: Square = unconstrained; diamond = no spreading;
dot = spreading; positive curve = departure; negative curve = ardval.

One can see that if the carriers continue to follow their current bank operation

practices, the operation in the future will mimic the current one--albeit with less

intensity because the airport cannot sustain the traffic. Just by spreading the ex-

cess demand, departure, or arrival, to the neighboring time--which does not much

change the point-to-point passenger demand based on the time-of-day demand

pattern---ATL will have a smoother operation, with the total daily operations in-

creasing from 2,109 to 2,350 out of the unconstrained demand of 2,464, rising

from accommodating just 4.4 percent of the potential traffic increase to accom-

modating 69.4 percent of potential traffic increase. For the 64 LMINET airports,

spreading will increase the total number of daily operations from 58,501 to 60,120

out of the unconstrained demand of 62,656, attaining 69.4 and 81.3 percent of

potential operations growth.
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Figure 4-6. Total Airport Operations (Departure + Arrival) at ATL
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Note: Square = unconstrained; diamond = no spreading; dot = spreading.

Spreading works magically to improve the total number of operations without

costing too much to the local travel, but it does have negative impact on the con-

necting traffic. Suppose an airport has a capacity of 100 operations per hour for

combined departures and arrivals, which can trade with each other one for one. If

the carriers opt to conduct their bank operation so that there will be 100 arrivals at

one hour and 100 departures in the following hour, then each arrival will have 100

connections and the total connections for the bank is 10,000. If the carriers opt to

even out their operations at 50 arrivals and departures at both hours, then each ar-
rival will have 50 connections and the total connections for arrivals within an hour

are 2,500. Thus, a traveler's options when using the hub as a connection point are

severely reduced, from 100 connections to 50 connections, a 50 percent reduction,

unless the traveler waits another hour to have the same range of connection op-

tions as in the bank operation case.

For the carriers, for the 2-hour period over which a bank operation lasts, there will

be 50,000 connections, which implies 50 percent connection reduction. Of course,

this is the limiting case. In the current network, about 60 percent of passengers are

direct. Also, not all the possible connections have profitable passenger demand,

and the carriers can still couple the most likely connections.
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Modeling Constrained Air Traffic Demand in the Future

Another example of smooth operations by carriers, where the excessive flights are

either spread to the neighboring hours or cut, is depicted by the operations at

DTW (Figure 4-7).

Figure 4-7. Operations at DTW
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Note: Star = 1996; square = unconstrained 2007; dot = constrained 2007.

However, not all the airports will see constraints imposed by the airport capaci-

ties. An example of such an airport is Pittsburgh International Airport (PIT), a

major hub for US Airways. PIT's existing capacities will meet the potential de-
mand in 2007 (Figure 4-8).

Effect of ATM Technologies on Operations

With NASA-proposed ATM technologies, the improvement to carriers' opera-

tions at ATL is shown in Figures 4-9 and 4-10.

One can see that with the ATM technologies, operations at ATL are very close to

the unconstrained case, conducting 2,463 daily operations with ATM technologies

versus 2,350 daily operations without ATM technologies, achieving 99.9 percent

of potential traffic growth from 1996 to 2007 with ATM technologies versus

69.4 percent without ATM technologies. With the ATM technologies, the bank

operations are preserved.
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Figure 4-8. Operations at PIT
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Modeling Constrained Air Traffic Demand in the Future

Figure 4-9. Operations at ATL With ATM Technologies
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Figure Chapter 4 -10. Total Operations at ATL with ATM Technologies
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Chapter 5

An Economic Approach to Estimating the Impact of

Congestion on Air Carrier Operations

INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces an economic approach to estimating the impact of conges-

tion on air carder operations. The basic premise of this approach is that delay im-

poses additional costs on air carders, which are passed on to consumers in the form

of higher fares. Because air travelers are sensitive to price changes, the higher fares

work to mitigate the growth rate of demand. Thus, the economic approach seeks an

equilibrium in which the increased costs of delay are balanced against the consum-

ers' willingness to pay for air travel. Implicitly, this approach is rooted in the as-

sumption that air carders will continue to operate in highly congested

environments, but will charge prices that cover the additional costs of delay.

Our approach links models of airspace capacity and delay with models of air car-

tier operating costs and air travel demand. Specifically, we link delay results from

LMINET to inputs of the Aviation System Analysis Capability (ASAC) Air Car-

rier Investment Model (ACIM) in order to estimate the impact of congestion on

industry equilibrium. The remainder of this chapter provides a brief introduction

to the ACIM, discusses our methodology in detail, and presents our results. An

introduction to LMINET is provided in Appendix A.

AVIATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS CAPABILITY AIR

CARRIER INVESTMENT MODEL

To link the technology of flight with its economics, ASAC requires a parametric

model of airline costs and air travel demand. As such, the ACIM incorporates air

travel demand, airline productivity, input prices, and profit considerations into the

airline investment decision. The result is a forecast for air travel throughput, fares,

airline employment, and aircraft fleet requirements for a given technology sce-

nario. By comparing the results from a technology scenario with those from a

baseline scenario, we, therefore, obtain estimates of throughput benefits.

The ACIM consists of four core modules: the U.S. Econometric Module,

U.S. Functional Cost Module (FCM), Asian Econometric Module, and European

Econometric Module.] In addition, extension modules have been developed to

l See Reference [6] for more information on the ACIM.
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maptheaggregatefleet requirementsinto seat-sizecategoriesandestimatethe
impactof changesin technologyonU.S.aircraftmanufacturingandrelatedem-
ployment.ThedistinctionbetweentheU.S.EconometricModuleandtheFCM is
theapproachby whichairline operatingcostsare estimated. The econometric

module uses an econometric approach to estimate air carrier costs, while the FCM

uses activity-based costing. For this study, we employed the FCM exclusively.

In the FCM, operating costs are calculated for six functional cost categories as

functions of input prices, input factor productivities, and total output. As shown in

Figure 5-1, the cost categories consist of fuel, _ght personnel labor, maintenance,

aircraft capital, ground property and equipment capital, and a residual category

termed other indirect. The measure of output that drives the cost calculations is

available seat miles (ASM). The FCM solves for industry equilibrium by iterating

fare yields until the specified profit constraints are satisfied. Thus, any changes in

airline operating costs are passed on to the traveling public in the form of changes

in fares. Implicitly, such analysis assumes that the commercial air travel industry

will remain price competitive.

Figure 5-1. Functional Cost Module Schematic

Estimated
demand coefficients

-Per capita income

-Population
*Unemployment
•Fare yield

Demand assumption_

•Per capita income
-Population
.Unemployment

Technology assumptions

.Productivity
•Unit costs
•Year of introduction
•Initial penetration

I .Terminal penetration_
lUnL .....

costs

_aintenance_

The model is based upon DOT Form 41 reports for 26 of the largest U.S. air carri-

ers. The FCM represents approximately 91 percent of the 1995 U.S. flag scheduled

traffic. The default assumptions of the model determine an unconstrained forecast

that compares quite favorably with other published forecasts by Boeing and the
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An Economic Approach to Estimating the Impact of Congestion on Air Carrier Operations

FAA [4,5] It is important to note, however, that these unconstrained forecasts are

predominately driven by demand and have little or no consideration of possible

capacity shortfalls. The following section discusses our modifications to the un-

constrained forecast in order to measure the impact of delay. Scenarios for

delay-reducing technologies are subsequently compared with this baseline forecast.

USING THE ACIM TO EVALUATE CHANGES IN

SYSTEM THROUGHPUT

The basic premise of using the ACIM to evaluate the impact of delay on through-

put is that delay imposes additional costs on air carriers, drives up fare yields, and

depresses air travel demand growth. The result is a revised forecast for through-

put, as measured by revenue passenger miles (RPMs), which takes into account

the impact of delay. We then convert RPMs to both operations and enplanements

to get a more complete picture of the impact of delay and delay-reducing tech-

nologies. Figure 5-2 is a schematic of this approach.

Figure 5-2. Schematic of Air Carrier Investment Model Approach
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i

Airline economic model

demand model
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As shown in Figure 5-2, the primary linkage between the NAS Model--

LMINET--and the ACIM is the projected delay per flight. The block time re-

quired to complete a flight segment of a given length is a measure of aircraft pro-

ductivity employed by the ACIM. Generally, with the stage length held constant,

shorter block times imply more productive aircraft and consequently more depar-

tures per aircraft per day. The ACIM accepts changes in aircraft productivity as

changes in aircraft block speed which, by definition, is inversely proportional to

changes in block time. Aircraft block speed, in conjunction with the number of

seats per aircraft, therefore determines the number of ASM that can be flown by a
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givenaircraft.SinceASM drivecosts,thechangesin aircraftproductivityimplied
by changesin delayarecentralto themodel'scalculations.

As shownin Table5-1,webeginwith thetotaldelayminutesfrom theNAS
modelfor eachscenario.SincetheFCM hasno representationfrom GA andair
taxi, andonly limitedrepresentationfrom commutercarriers,wedeductthepro-
portion of operationsanddelaysattributedto thesegroups.Theremainderis de-
notedasdelaysattributedto commercialcarders.Thenextcolumncontainsthe
projectednumberof commercialoperationsfrom LMINET, with whichwecal-
culatetheaveragedelayperflight for eachscenarioin thefinal column.2

Table 5-1. FCM Delay Inputs

Scenado

1996 baseline

2007 baseline

2007 alltechnologies

Total delay
minutes

(millions)

167.7

525.5

229.5

Total commercial
delay minutes

(millions)

94.3

312.8

136.6

Commercial

operations
(millions)

11.9

15.4

15.4

Average delay
minutes per

flight

15.90

40.72

17.71

Translating these delay projections into the airline economic model requires sev-

eral assumptions about the likely airline response to the increase in congestion.

We assume that variable operating costs increase proportionally with the increase

in delay as scheduled block times get longer and less predictable. However, since

the airlines operate a highly coordinated schedule of aircraft and crew movement,

delay in one portion of the system can have repercussions system wide. For this

reason, the cost of delay can be significantly larger than variable operating costs

indicate.

To address this issue we employ a set of cost multipliers from a study by Ameri-

can Airlines [7] Since the value of the cost multiplier varies significantly by time

of day and the duration of the initial delay, it was necessary to apply the multipli-

ers within LMINET directly. The cost multipliers, therefore, are implemented as

delay multipliers, although the distinction is irrelevant since the impact of con-

gestion is determined by the product of delay and cost, i.e., because multiplication

is commutative. Table 5-2 summarizes the impact of the delay multiplier.

2 In this section, the delays are the ones from LMINET, which are measured against the ideal

flight times that would be seen if only one aircraft were using each NAS component. These delays

are larger than those measured against a predetermined schedule that includes buffers.
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An Economic Approach to Estimating the Impact of Congestion on Air Carrier Operations

Table 5-2. Delay Multiplier Values

Scenario

1996 Baseline

2007 Baseline

2007 AllTechnologies

Delay minutes per flight

without multiplier

15.90
40.72

17.71

Delayminutesper
flightwithmultiplier

33.65

90.29

35.51

Implicitvalueof
delay multiplier

ii

2.12

2.22

2.01

The key variables we modify to estimate the impact of delay on throughput are

average aircraft block speed (inversely proportional to block time) and aircraft

utilization. Converting from changes in delay, shown in Table 5-2, to changes in

block speed requires an assumption regarding the average block time in the ab-

sence of delay. To specify this assumption,we researched the current average

block time for domestic flights departing from, and arriving to, LMINET airports.

For 1996, this average block time was 129 minutes. Subtracting the estimated av-

erage delay figure for 1996 of 15.9 yields an average block time of 113.1 minutes

in the absence of delay. With the average stage length held constant, therefore, the

addition of the estimated delay for each scenario to the 113.1 minute base yields

projections for average block time.

The final step was to convert average block times to average block speed and to

compute the compound annual rate of change in block speed for each scenario. As

shown in Appendix B, this computation is derived from Equation 5-1 in which t

denotes time in years, the subscript 0 denotes the current time period, and 1 de-

notes the future time period. Table 5-3 summarizes these calculations:

I

..... f Average Block Time o l(t/-tO)Annual Change in tJtocK ,_peea =| _ _ -1.
\,average u_ocKT_mel )

[Eq. 5-1]

Scenado

Baseline1996-2007

AIITechnologles1996-2007

Table 5-3. Derivation of ACIM Inputs

Initial block time Ending block

(minutes) time (minutes)
I46.75 203.39

146.75 148.61

Annualrate of changein
blockspeed(percent)

One issue that arises in modeling aircraft productivity in this way is that in order

to fly the same schedule in the face of rising delays, the airline would have to pur-

chase additional aircraft. This may be unreasonable since airline financial depart-

ments would resist additional investments for increasingly less productive aircraft.

We developed an alternate approach, which assumes that airlines would stretch

their schedules out during the day while simultaneously increasing the number of

daily aircraft block hours. Operationally, this appears as an increase in aircraft

utilization (more aircraft hours per day), although the total output as measured by

miles flown or RPMs remains constant because of the delay. Specifically, our
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approach assumes an equal and opposite impact on aircraft utilization in relation

to any block speed productivity changes.

Since the unconstrained ACIM forecast already contains certain assumptions re-

garding aircraft productivity and utilization, we measured changes in productivity
from these default values. Table 5-4 summarizes the ACIM inputs for each scenario.

Table 5-4. ACIM Inputs

Unconstrained Baseline value All technologies
Parameter default value (%) (%) value (%)

Average block speed (1996-2007) 0.253 -2.661 0.139

Aircraft utilization (1996-2007) 0.00 2.924 0.114

Note:Allparametersdenote annualrate of change.

An additional issue that arises in modeling system throughput in this way is that

the revised forecast generated by the ACIM will have considerably less traffic

than was assumed by the NAS model in generating the initial delay estimates. In

this case, the initial delay estimates may be overstated given the corresponding

reduction in traffic. Thus, the need arises for a feedback loop between the revised

traffic forecasts and the estimated delay.

The most accurate method to implement this feedback effect would be to pass re-

vised traffic forecasts from the ACiM to the NAS model and recompute the delay

estimates. This process could then be repeated until the difference between subse-

quent revisions converged. Unfortunately, the NAS model requires more detailed

input than the ACIM can provide. Specifically, LMINET requires a flight sched-

ule with highly detailed information on individual flights and airport operations,

while the ACIM functions at the aggregate level only. Thus, to implement a feed-

back loop involving LMINET would require a complex algorithm to distribute

changes in the aggregate traffic forecast to the underlying schedule. At this time,

no such algorithm exists.

In light of the difficulties in disaggregating the revised traffic forecast for input to

LMINET, we developed an alternate implementation for the feedback effect. The

approach is based upon a piecewise log-linear approximation of the delay model

applied to the aggregate traffic forecasts from the ACIM. To see the logic of this

approach, consider that the core function of the delay model is to calculate delay

as a function of traffic throughput and system capacity (as determined by the tech-

nology scenario assumptions). Thus, for any fixed capacity, the delay model rep-

resents a nonlinear mapping from throughput to delay.

Our approach is to use the actual output from the LMINET delay model to esti-

mate this nonlinear relationship for each technology scenario. A good approxima-

tion of the delay model was achieved using a piecewise log-linear specification for

each scenario. Thus, the results from the initial run of the ACIM are fed to the
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An Economic Approach to Estimating the Impact of Congestion on Air Carrier Operations

approximated delay model to produce revised delay estimates. The revised delay

estimates subsequently provide new inputs for an additional run of the ACIM.

This process is repeated until the change in system throughput for subsequent runs

of the ACIM converges to less than one-half of 1 percent. The final iteration of

these inputs is summarized in Table 5-5.

Table 5-5. Final ACIM Inputs

Unconstrained default Baseline All technologies
Parameter value (%) value (%) value (%)

Average block speed (1996-2007) 0.253 -2,032 0.141

Aircraft utilization (1996-2007) 0.00 2.285 0.112

Note: All parameters denote annual rate of change.

ACIM THROUGHPUT RESULTS

Implementing the ACIM under the previously discussed methodology yields a

time series of system throughput, as measured by RPMs, for each scenario. To

convert RPMs to operations and enplanements, we use the projected ratio of

RPMs to operations and RPMs to enplanements from the 1998 FAA forecast [5]

Implicit in the forecast projections are assumptions about increasing average stage

length and increasing average seat size, which cause RPMs to grow considerably
faster than enplanements and operations.

Comparing estimates from each scenario with the unconstrained forecast provides

estimates of the impact of congestion and the benefits of technologies that miti-

gate delay. Tables 5-6, 5-7, and 5-8 present our results.

Table 5-6. Commercial RPM Results (Billions)

Year

1996 563.2

1997 593.7

1998 625.8

1999 659.7

2000 695.4

2001 733.0

2002 765.1

2003 798.6

2004 833.6

2005 870.1

2006 908,2

2007 947.9

Unconstrained Baseline All technologies

563.2

589.1

616.2

644.5

674.1

705.2

729.8

755.2

781.6

808.8

837.1

865.1

563.2

593.4

625.3

659.0

694.4

731.7

763.5

796.6

831.2

867.3

905.0

937.8
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Table 5-7. Commercial Enplanement Results (Millions)

Year Unconstrained Baseline All technologies

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

593.1

625.2

659.0

694.7

732.3

772.0

805.8

841.1

877.9

916.4

956.5

998.2

593.1

620.4

648.9

678.8

710.0

742.6

768.5

795.4

823.1

851.8

881.6

911.1

593.1

625.0

658.6

694.0

731.3

770.6

804.1

839.0

875.4

913.4

953.1

987.7

Table 5-8. Commercial Operation Results (Millions)

Year Unconstrained Baseline All Technologies

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

13.54

13.89

14.28

14.69

15.09

15.61

15.99

16.27

16.58

16.89

17.22

17.55

13.54

13.78

14.06

14.35

14.62

15.02

15.25

15.38

15.54

15.70

15.87

16.02

13.54

13.89

14.27

14.68

15.06

15.58

15.95

16.23

16.53

16.83

17.15

17.37

Figure 5-3 depicts the results for commercial operations graphically. As shown,

the scenario for all technologies closely approaches the unconstrained forecast

through 2007. Basically, the combined technologies allow the projected traffic

growth between 1996 and 2007 to occur without increasing delay. Finally, the

baseline projections show that growth in operations will be considerably re-

strained by delay in the absence of any new technologies.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

This report presents an integrated set of models that forecasts air carriers' future

operations when delays due to limited terminal-area capacity are considered. The

suite has two outputs. The more detailed output consists of flight schedules, which

convey much useful information about the air carriers' operations, including ori-

gins, destinations, and planned block times. The schedules are made by models

that restrict traffic growth to levels that the NAS can accommodate with not more

than user-specified values of mean arrival delay and departure delay per flight.

The other output is forecasts of commercial RPMs, enplanements, and total op-

erations for the entire U.S. passenger air carrier industry. These results are made

by linking econometric models to a NAS model to determine operations levels

that will generate user-specified profit levels under delay-induced reductions in

productivity.

This report models the industry as a whole, avoiding unnecessary details of com-

petition among the carriers. To develop the schedule outputs, we first present a

model to forecast the unconstrained flight schedules in the future, based on the

assumption of rational behavior of the carriers.

Then we develop a method to modify the unconstrained schedules, accounting for

effects of congestion due to limited NAS capacities. Our underlying assumption is

that carriers will modify their operations to keep mean delays within certain lim-

its. We estimate values for those limits from changes in planned block times re-
flected in the OAG.

Our method for modifying schedules takes many means of reducing the delays

into consideration, albeit some of them indirectly. The direct actions include de-

peaking, operating in off hours, and reducing hub airports' operations. Indirect

actions include the using secondary airports, using larger aircraft, and selecting

new hub airports, which, we assume, have already been modeled in the FAA's
TAF. Users of our suite of models can substitute an alternative forecast for the

TAF.

Users can modify other features of our schedule-generating suite. In addition to

the TAF forecasts, the parameters users are most likely to want to change are the

airport delay tolerances and the airport capacity models. The users may also want

to integrate their own individual models into the suite. However, the overall

suite's present configuration is sound, and it will give defensible results effi-

ciently.
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Turningnow to themodelsthatforecastindustry-leveleconomicoutputs,wenote
first thatthesegenerateremarkablysimilar forecastsfor total system-wideopera-
tions to thosemadeby theschedule-orientedmodels.The forecastsfrom theeco-
nomicmodelslie at thelow endof thosefrom theflight-specificmodels.It is
quitepossiblethattheeconomicmodelsunderforecast--whiletheflight-specific
modelsoverforecast--futureoperationsbecauseof their differing treatmentsof
GA andtheflight reductionin general.

GA andcommercialflightsareassumedto haveequalrelativeflight reductionsin
theeconomicmodels,while GA is assumedto becutfirst in theflight-specific
models.Also, all theflightsareassumedto bereducedequallyin theeconomic
model,while only flights in thecongestedairportsarecut in theschedule-produc-
ing, flight-specificmodels.Thismeansthatmoreflights arecut in theeconomic
models,sincethedelaysarecausedby intenseoperationsin thehubairports.

No matterwhichmodelsweuse,eitherflight-specificor economic,themethods
wehavedevelopedhaveprofoundimplicationsfor theevaluationof ATM tech-
nologiesandprocedures.First, it is likely thatwearenot going to seethedramatic
increasesof air traffic delaysaspredictedby otherplanningmodels,becauseof
theairlines' adaptationsto theconstrainingcapacities.We seeearlysignsof the
validity of ourapproachandresultsbecausetheseriouslyincreaseddelaysfore-
castby someresearchersadecadeor soagohavenotmaterialized.

The secondimplicationis basedon thefirst, thatweneednewmethodsto evalu-
atethebenefitsof newATM technologiesandprocedures.Themodelsuitespre-
sentedhere--basedoncarders'limited tolerancefor delaysandontheir economic
incentivesto changeoperationsin thefaceof productivity lostdueto delays--are
aninitial responseto this.

Themodels,accountingrationallyfor airlines'reactionsto delay,arelikely to be
reasonablyrobust.This is notnecessarilytruefor thisreport's specificdetailed
forecasts.Manyuncertainties,somequitesmall,maychangeair carders'opera-
tionsin thefuture.We baseourconclusionson theassumptionsof rationalbe-
haviorof thecarriersandarelativelystableoperationsenvironment.Changesin
the legalframeworkin whichcarriersoperate--reflectingconcernsfor competi-
tion, environment,ATC userfees,etc.--could substantiallyaffectair carders'op-
erationsandmightcall for changesto ourmodels.Changesin theeconomic
forecaststhatdrivetheTAF forecastswill notchangeourmodels,although,of
course,changingtheseinputswill changeourmodels'forecasts.Unforeseentech-
nologicalbreakthroughs,or political instabilitieslike terroristattacksor war,
couldalsohavesubstantialimpactson air carriers.
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Appendix A

Calculating Total Waiting Times for
Two Queues in Tandem

This appendix describes our method for calculating expected delays for traffic ar-

riving at and departing from LMINET airports. In LMINET, a flight arriving at an

airport encounters two tandem queues: an MlEldl queue for arrival runway serv-

ice, followed by a queue with Poisson service times modeling arrival surface-

movement delays. When there are no delays due to lack of ready-to-depart air-

craft, a departing flight encounters an M/M/1 queue modeling departure surface-

movement delays, followed by a queue for departure runway service. The runway-

service queue's service times have the Erlang-k distribution.

Standard LMINET calculations produce mean aircraft-minutes of delay in the

model's several queues by integrating the queue lengths with respect to time. For

the present study, we are interested in statistics of the waiting times experienced

by flights arriving at and departing from an airport, at specific times. We gener-

ated these from numerical solutions of the relevant tandem-queue systems. The

following subsections treat the arrival and departure cases.

M/EK/1 PRECEDING A SINGLE-SERVER QUEUE WITH

POISSON SERVICE

Figure A-1 diagrams this tandem-queue network.

Figure A-1. Tandem Queueing Network for Arrivals

Aircraft arrive at the network in a Poisson process with rate _, before a single-

server queue whose service times have the Erlang-k distribution with mean rate Ix.

After service at this queue, they immediately enter a second single-server queue

whose service times have the Poisson distribution with mean rate Ix2.

We characterize the state of this tandem-queue network with the ordered pair (n_,

n2), where na denotes the number of phases in the queue with Erlang-k service

times, while n2 denotes the number of clients in the Poisson-service queue.
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State-Transition Diagrams

If the system is at rest--i.e., in state (0, 0)--then (potential) service events have

no effect. The only possible transition occurs with rate 2_,and the system transi-

tions to state (k, 0). This is shown in the state-transition diagram of Figure A-2.

Figure A-2. State Transitions from Rest State

2_

(0, 0) b, (k, 0)

States in which the number of phases in the M/Ek/1 queue is one more than an

integer multiple of k are special: a service event in the Erlang queue completes the

required set of k services and increments the number of clients in the Poisson

queue. The diagrams of Figures A-3 through A-7, which complete the set of

state-transition diagrams, show transitions from these states separately.

Figure A-3. Transitions from (nl, 0), nl > 0 andnl _ mk + 1

(nl, 0)

_, f t_ (nl + k, 0)

kl.t
L I_ (nl - 1, O)

Figure A-4. Transitions from (mk + 1, 0), m = O, 1, ...

(mk + 1, 0)

X F 4_ ((m+l)k+l'O)

l_ t_ (mk, 1)
kit

Figure A-5. Transitions from (0, n2), n2 > 0

(0, n2)

_1,2

(k, n2)

(0, n2- 1)
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Appendix A: Calculating Total Waiting Times for Two Queues in Tandem

Figure A-6. Transitions from (nl, n2), nl > O, n2 > O, and nl ¢ mk +1

(n 1, n2)

j I_- (nl + k, n2)

kit -- =" (nl - 1, n2)

l I_ (n l, n2- 1)
g2

Figure A-7. Transitions from (mk + I, n2), m = O, 1, 2 ..... n2 > 0

(m k + 1, n2)

I_ ((m + 1) k+ 1, n2)

kl t -- • (mk, n2. 1)

t__ I_ (ink+ 1,n2-1)
l.t2

Evolution Equations

The state transitions diagrammed in the previous section lead directly to the fol-

lowing evolution equations for the tandem queue of Figure A- 1. In these equa-

tions, p(nl, n2, t) is the probability that the system is in state (na, n2) at time t.

fa(0,0,t) = -_,p(0,0,t) + gzp(0,1,t)

fa(0,n2,t) =- (_, + g2)P(0,n2,t)

+ kgp(1,n2 - 1,t)

+ g2p(0, n2 + 1, t), n z > 0

fa(nl,0,t) =-(_, + kg)p(n_,0,t)

+ klap(n_ + 1,0,t)

+ g2p(n_,l,t), 0 < n_ < k

[Eq. A-l]

[Eq. A-2]

[Eq. A-3]
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fa(n 1,0,t) =- (k + kg)p(n, ,0, t)

+ kitp(n_ + 1,0, t)

+ It/p(n 1,1,t)

+)_p(n 1 - k,0,t), n_ >k,n_ _mk, m=l, 2,...,

[9(mk,0,t) =-0_ + kit)p(mk,0,t)

+ It2p(mk,l,t)

+ _,p((m- 1)k,O,t) m= 1,2,...,

P(nl,n2,t ) =-(_ + kit + B2)p(n_,n2,t)

+ kitp(n_ + 1, n2, t)

+ Itzp(n_,n2 + 1,t), 0<n 1 <k;n 2 >0

[Eq. A-41

[Eq. A-5]

fa(nl,n2,t) =-(_, + kit + itz)p(n,,n2,t)

+ kgp(nl + 1, n2, t)

+ g2p(n_,n 2 + 1,t)

+ _,p(n_ - k, n2,t), n_ > k; n I ¢ ink; n 2 > 0

p(mk, n2,t) =- (Z. + kit + g2)p(mk, n:,t)

+ kitp(mk + 1,n2 - 1, t)

+ it2p(mk, n2 + 1,t)

+ _.p((m- 1)k, n2,t), n 2 >0;m>l

[Eq. A-6]

[Eq. A-71

M/M/1 PRECEDING A SINGLE-SERVER QUEUE WITH

ERLANG-K SERVICE

When there are no delays for ready-to-depart aircraft, departures in LMINET first

enter a MIMI1 queue that models surface-movement delays. After service in this

queue, departing flights enter a queue with the Erlang-k distribution of service

times, for departure runway service.

A-4
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Appendix A: Calculating Total Waiting Times for Two Queues in Tandem

Figure A-8. Tandem Queuing Network for Departures

We now treat this queuing network as we did the one for arrivals, characterizing
its state with the ordered pair (nl, n2), where now n_ is the number of clients in the

first queue, and n2 is the number of phases in the second.

State-Transition Diagrams

The number of different transitions to consider is less for this tandem network

than for the network of Figure A- 1, because here the more complex workings of

the queue with Ek service do not affect another queue. Just four diagrams suffice;
they follow:

Figure A-9. Transition from the Rest State

X

(0,0) I, (1,0)

Figure A-IO. Transitions from (nl, 0), nl >- ( 1

(ra, O)

X f-- • (n1+1,0)

[__ • (_-1,0)
l.u

Figure A-11. Transitions from (0, n2), n2 > 0

(0, n2)

X J-- • (1, n2)

1__ (0, n2- 1)
k_t •
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Figure A-12. Transitions from (nl, n2), nl > 0 and n2 > 0

(nl, n2)

I- I_ (nl + 1, n2)

i.tl -I_ (nl - 1, n2 + k)

L D,,
kl t (nl, n2- 1)

Evolution Equations

The evolution equations also are simpler for this case than for the case of the pre-

vious subsection. Writing p(n], n2, t) for the probability that the network is in the

state (nl, n2), and remembering that now n_ is the number of clients in the first

queue while n2 is the number of phases in the second, we have:

p(O,O,t) =-Xp(O,O,t) + kbtp(O,l,t) [Eq. A-8]

p(0, n 2 , t) = -(_. + k_t)p(0, n2, t) + kbtp(0, n 2 + 1, t), 0 < n 2 < k [Eq. A-9]

fg(0,n 2,t) =(_, + k_t)p(0,n z,t) + k_tp(0,n z + 1,t)

+ _,p(1,n z - k), n z > k

15(n, ,0,t) =- (_, + _tl)p(n,,0,t ) + k_p(n, ,1,t)

+ Xp(n, - 1,0),

fg(nl,n2,t) =- (_. + k/.t + _t,)p(nl,n2,t )

+ kl.tp(n 1,n 2 + 1,t)

n_ >0

+ _.p(n,- l,n2,t), n,>O;O<n 2<k

p(n,,n2,t) =-(_. + kla + la,)p(n,,n2,t )

+ k_tp(n,,n 2 + 1,t)

+ I.t,p(n, + 1,n z - k,t)

+ _p(n, - 1,n2,t ), n, > 0; n 2 > k

[Eq. A-IO]

[E,q. A- 11]

[F_-xt.A-12]

[Eq. A-131
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Appendix A: Calculating Total Waiting Times for Two Queues in Tandem

NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE TANDEM-QUEUE

EQUATIONS

Generating numerical solutions of the system of Equations A-1 through A-8 or

Equations A-9 through A-14 is challenging because the dimensions of the systems

are rather large for the cases of interest. Some airports have arrival or departure

capacities as large as 150 operations per hour. We are interested in cases where

delays do not exceed time on the order of 5 minutes. The k parameter of our Er-

lang-k distributions is 22. Thus, the number of phases to be considered may be on

the order of 10 3. Associated surface-movement queues can be simultaneously

around five or ten. Thus, the system of first order, linear-ordinary differential

equations that we must consider can have several thousand unknown functions to
determine.

Fortunately, the systems are quite sparse, which makes numerical solution feasi-

ble. We experimented with several numerical methods, and finally settled on a

second-order Runge-Kutta scheme that appears to give a useful balance of storage

and execution speed.

We determined the number of phases, and of clients, to be considered at each ep-

och by computing the steady-state queue lengths for both queues, when utilization

ratios were less than one, and by computing the fluid-approximation queue

lengths when those ratios exceeded one. We then considered at least three times

the number of phases, or of clients, found in that way, for the numerical integra-

tion. We renormalized probabilities to sum to one, at each integration step.

WAITING TIME CALCULATION BASED ON THE SYSTEM

STATE

For arrivals,

expected runway delay = [Eq. A-14]

expected taxiway delay = [F_.q. A-151

expected arrival delay = [F-xt. A-16]
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Let

Ta = Ins,n2: ns/kp+ n2/112 <-( 7.5/60], [Ext. A-17]

which is the set of states that the arrival delay is no more than 7.5 minutes, then

on-time probability is given by

p_7.5 = "_ P(nl,n2). [Eq. A-18]

n,.n2_T.

Similarly, for the departure system

expected departure runway delay = [Eq. A-19]

expected departure taxiway delay = y__,n__p(n,, n:), [Eq. A-20]
nrn2 ].t 1

expecteddeparturedelay= Z n,p(n_,n_)+ _ n2p(nl,n_)
n,.,,2 k_t n,.n_ It,

and on-time probability is given by

Pd 7.5= Z p(n,,n_),
n,,nzeT.

.[F_,q. A-21]

[Eq. A-22]

where

Td = {ns,n2: nl/k#+ n2/12s < 7.5/60] [F_x1. A-23]

A-8
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Appendix B

Derivation of Air Carrier Investment Model Inputs

This appendix documents the translation from the delay output of LMINET to the

productivity input of ACIM. As described in the main body of this report, the

main economic impact of delay is captured with the aircraft block speed parameter

of the ACIM. Specifically, this parameter is the ratio of aircraft miles to block

hours as shown in Equation B- 1:

Block Speed= Aircraft Miles
Block Hour

[-Eq. B-l]

To begin, we recognize the need to measure the change in aircraft productivity in

compound annual percentage terms. This calculation is expressed by equation

B-2, in which t denotes time in years, the subscript 0 denotes the year, and the

subscript 1 denotes a future year.

1

I Aircraft Miles________________At_(t 1-tO)

Block Hours I -1

Annual Rate of Change= Aircraft Mileso l -1.

Block Hours o )

[Eq. B-2]

Holding average stage length constant, Equation B-2 reduces to Equation B-3,

which is the result reported in the main text:

1

[" Average Block Time o 1-(tl-tO)-1.Annual Rate of Change=_ _ B--_ock Time I
[Eq. B-3]
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Appendix C

Balanced Departures and Arrivals as a Way to

Maximize Total Operations

Maximizing the total number of Operations at an airport is equivalent to the prob-

lem.

/I

M, xy_:x,+y,) [Eq. C- 1]
i--I

?l tl

subject to: , [Eq. C-2]
i=l i=1

xi >-0; Yi > 0, i= 1 ..... n, [Eq. C-3]

f(xi, yi) <-O. [Eq. C-4]

where x, and y_ are the number of arrivals and departures a time i, and f(.,-) is the

Pareto frontier of the airport capacity function, which is concave. Equation C-2

means that operations at the airport are balanced, i.e., that the airport is not a sink

or source of flights.

Before we solve the problem in general, let us see the solutions of some particular

cases.

If n= 1, then Equation C-2 is reduced to xl = Yx- The objective function of Equa-

tion C- 1 becomes x_ + Yl = 2x_ = 2y_. Then in order to maximize the objective

function and also to satisfy Equation C-4, the optimal solution is x_ = y_, and

f(x_,yl) = 0. This means we should operate the airport on the Pareto frontier such

that the arrival rate is equal to the departure rate.

If n=2, then Equation C-2 becomes xl + x2 = yl + y2, which means (xl, yj) and (X2,

Y2) are mirror points along the line y = x. Let (Xo, yo) be the point of intersection of

the line connecting (xl, Yl) and (x2, Y2) and oftbe line y = x. Since (xl Yl) and (x2,

Y2) are mirror points along the line y = x, then the objective function, Equation C-

l, becomes

XI "1-X2 at"Yl + y2 = 2Xo + 2yo = 2(Xo+Yo). [Eq. C-5]
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It is then clear that the objective function (Equation C-5) reaches its maximum
value when (Xo,Y0) is on the Pareto frontier. Therefore, the line connecting the

points (xi, Yi) and (Xz,Yz) is degenerate, and xl=x_=xo, yl=y2=yo.

This means that if we want to maximize the total airport operations in just two
time periods, then we have to set the arrival equal to departure, which are also on
the Pareto frontier for both periods. In many ways, this problem is solved, since

the airport balancing equation (Equation C-2) must be valid for every two peri-

ods, evidenced by the bank operations in many hub airports.

Figure C-I. Airport Operations in Two Periods

For any general positive integer n, the conclusion is also true that we have to set
arrivals equal to departure on the capacity Pareto frontier for each time period.
We have to resort to nonlinear programming techniques to prove that. Suppose
the Pareto frontier function is differentiable, then the Kuhn-Tucker condition of
optimality can be stated as follows:

°a [_(X+ yi)-u_,(xi- yi)-Fif(xi,Yi)]=O,3 Xi i=1 " i:l

(x,+ y,)- v,f(x,, Y,) =0,i=1,2, .... n, [Eq. C-6]
i=1

v,f ,Oc,, y,)=O,i=l,2, .... n, [Eq. C-7]

vi>O,i=l,2,...,n. lEq.c-8]

C-2
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Appendix C: Balanced Departures and Arrivals as a Way to Maximize Total Operations

Taking derivatives in Equation C-6, we have

l_u_vi ____lx=Xi=o,
x ly=yi

l+u-vi_-_ x=x i=0,/= 1,2,...,n
y ly=yi

[Eq. C-91

Equations C-7 and C-8 force the optimal solution (x=, yl), (x2, y2) ..... (x,,, y,) to be

all on the Pareto frontierf. Suppose the point (xj, yj) is not on the Pareto frontier,

i.e.,f(xj, yj) < 0, then by Equations 4-7, vj = 0, which means Equation C-9 becomes

1 --U=0,

1 + u = 0. [Eq. C-10]

There is no solution to Equations C-10, which completes the proof that all optimal

solutions are on the Pareto frontier. If the Pareto frontier f(.,.) is strictly concave,

then f(.,-) will have unique Jacobian derivative at each point, which means, by
Equations C-9,

xi =xj = Xo,.

Yi = Yj = Yo, id _ { 1,2 ..... n }. [Eq. C-11]

By Equation C-2 and the fact that all the points of the solution must be on the Pa-

reto frontier, the optimal operation policy that will maximize the total number of

operations is given by the point on the Pareto frontier with equal arrival and de-

parture capacity. Since f(.,.) is concave, the sufficient condition of the optimality
is also satisfied. Q.E.D.

This is a rather interesting theorem. It is well recognized in the research commu-

nity that bank operations in hub airports have to be reduced in order to avoid ex-

cessive delay. However, this calling for reductions of bank of operations does not

specify how to reduce the operations, arrival or departure. If we want to maximize

the total operations, then based on the theorem, we should spread the arrival and

departure evenly throughout epochs, and abandon the current practice of depar-
ture push.

Some airports, e.g., BWI, LAX, LGA, currently have dedicated departure runways
in the airport capacity configuration. This practice makes sense to accommodate

the departure push, since departure is more predictable than arrival. However, if

the demand constantly exceeds the airport capacity, then it is questionable to con-

duct the departure push and the dedicated departure runway represents a waste of
resources.
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Appendix D

Abbreviations

AATT

ACI

ACIM

ASAC

ASM

ASQP

ATC

ATM

CRS

DOT

ETMS

FAA

FAM

FCM

GA

GDP

IFR

IMC

LMI

NAS

NASA

NASPAC

OAG

O-D

QSI

PMAC

RPM

Advanced Air Transport Technologies

Airport Council International

Air Carrier Investment Model

Aviation System Analysis Capability

Available Seat Mile

Airlines Service Quality Performance

Air Traffic Control

Air Traffic Management

Computer Reservation System

Department of Transportation

Enhanced Traffic Management System

Federal Aviation Administration

Fleet Assignment Model

Functional Cost Module

General Aviation

Gross Domestic Product

Instrument Flight Rule

Instrument Meteorological Condition

Logistics Management Institute

National Airspace System

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

National Airspace System Performance Analysis Capability

Official Airlines Guide

Origin - Destination

Quality Service Index

Performance Monitoring System

Revenue Passenger Mile
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TAF

TAP

TRACON

VFR

VMC

Terminal Area Forecast
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